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battle at the last session of congress,
also arraigned the rule. He said it
was unheard of to call upon members
to vote on twenty-flv- e
pages of amendments which had not even been read.
The rule was adopted, however, 143
democrats voting
to 107, twenty-flv- e
with the republicans in the negative.
Its work finished, the senate St
3:05 recesBe.4 Until 6:30 o'clock this
afternoon to mark time on the house,
Which was expected to pass the cot- PLANS TODAY CALLED FOR A
TRIP FROM LYONS TO
ton tariff revision bill late this afternoon. This would permit the bill to
UTICA, N. Y.
be signed by the speaker and vice
president and hurried to the president
DAILY SCHEDULE REMARKABLE
tonight for his veto.

THREE PENS USED

GRAND CIRCUIT

DELEGATES

ON
CAMERON
AND
SENATORS
AS
AS
WELL
HAND,
AND REPRESENTATIVES.

ANDREWS

N. M., Aug. 21.

Imme-

diately upon receipt of news that
President Taft had signed the statehood bill. Miss Madeline Mills, daughter of Governor W. J. Mills, hauled
up on the capitol staff, a large flag
with 48 stars. Tonight a monster
statehood celebration will
take place in the public plaza while
the city will be lighted up with bon
fires and a great Are will burn on the
top of Port Marey overlooking the
en judges of the supreme court, the
en judges of the supreem court, the
oi
governor and four
New Mexico. Rough Rider George W.
Armijo will preside, Mayor Arthur
being the temporary chair-

CONGRESS ADJOURNS TONIGHT
SPECIAL SESSION, WHICH GAVE
TERRITORIES GREAT BOON,

met in Detroit today for a. five days'
session. Edmund E. Tanner of CoPREDICTS THE END OF MEETS lumbus, Ohio, supreme dictotar of the BLAIMS
PETTY JEALOUSIES
order, presided at the opening session
ensuthis morning. Officers for the
THE
HIS FEAT WILL EN- ing year will be elected tomorrow. EACH OFFICIAL BELIEVED
BELIEVES
will
The
convention
take
place
parade
GET
COURAGE LONG DISTANCE
OTHER WAS TRYING TO
Wednesday night.
JOURNEYS INSTEAD.
HIS JOB

n

AT AN END.

S

St Paul,

FAVOR.
Minn., Aug. 21. Plans for

FOR

PLANNING

a nation-wid- e
advertising campaign
to remove, if possible, from the public mind some
popular prejudices
against laundry methods are to be
discussed at the annual convention of
the National Laundrymen's Association which began in this city today.
The convention is attended by members from all sections of the country
and by representatives of all the in- POLITICAL
dustries connected with the laundry
ERING
business.

i INITIAL

STATE

CAMPAIGN
LEADERS
IN SANTA

ARE

GATH-

FE FOR A

CONFERENCE

HEARINGS ON CHARTER BILL.
New York, Aug. 21. Public hearLOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE.
WILL NOT WASTE ANY TIME
TELLS OF "FAMILY TRIALS"
ings on the bill proposing a new charDetroit, Mich., Aug. 21. With an
ter for New York city were begun at
attendance of thousands of delegates
OF the city hall today and will continue OPENING GUN OF STRUGGLE FOR
ROW IN BUREAU
BIRDMAN HAS FLOWN FORM 84 from all over the United States and LIKENS
probably until September 6, the date
Canada, the annual grand lodge conCHEMISTRY TO A DOMESTIC
SUPREMACY TO BE FIRED
TO 286 MILES EACH DAY SINCE
fixed for the reconvening of the legisS
vention of the Loyal Order of Moose
'
IN NEAR FUTURE
LEAVING ST. LOUIS.
SQUABBLE

Flag Hoisted

48-St-

Santa Fe,

DR. H.W.WILEY IS

HIS CHIEF

FLIGHT

FORMAL CEREMONIES INCIDENT
TO FINAL ACT WERE UNUSUALLY IMPRESSIVE.

SEEK PUBLIC

RACES.

Goshen, N. Y., Aug. 21. The Interest of the Grand Circuit follower
shifts this week to the historic half-mil- e
track in this village, where the
fast horses will take part in a four
days' meeting that forms- - a link between th? western end of the circuit
and Readville at the eastern end. The
opening day tomorrow will bring out
trotters in the 2:20 and 2:24 classes
and a free for all race for the
AGRICULTURE
OF
SECRETARY
Eighteen thousand dollars
WILSON UNSPARING IN HIS
has been hung up for the nine closing
DENUNCIATION
events on the four days' program.

CRITICISED BY

NEARS END OF

MEASURE

CITY EDITION

TATEHOOD BESObUTIOCI

AVIATOR ATWOOD

IN SIGNING OF

BY

'

Pluck.

BXCLU9IVB ASSOCIATED

WITNESSED

Come. If One

Julias a Little
'

MONTREAL

WELCOMES

TOGO.

lature. The subjects considered this
morning were the mayor, the board
of estimate and apportionment, the
A BUSY DAY IN THE CAPITAL
board of aldermen, the borough presidents and the commissioner of ac'
counts. '
CORNERCATHEDRAL
MASONIC
'

PYTHIANS MEET.
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 21. Upward of 30,000 visitors are in IndianNEGRO

STONE

LAID AND END

.

OF

TRAIL MARKER DEDICATED

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 21. Several
'President
Lyons, N. Y., Aug. 21. Well on his
Montreal, Aug. 21. Admiral Togo
Washington, Aug. 21. Secretary of apolis to take part in the world's
Aug.
Washington,
aeroof
of
the
in
his
state
York
New
the
his
into
lodge
a
cordial
welcome
received
supreme
significant celebrations were held
way
upon
Agriculture Wilson, testifying today meeting
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colored
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of
Louis
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commitfrom
here
He
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this
in
arrival
Knights
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Into
today in the capital of New Mexflight
morning.
plane
Arizona
house
investigating
and
before
the
ting New Mexico
N. Atwood today pre- was the guest of the Canadian club at tee, severely criticized Dr. Harvey W. national encampment of the Uniform ico, which is expected to enter the
York,
at
Harry
states
as
Union
tie
pared to fly 98 miles from here to a luncheon given at the Sailors' In- Wiley of the Bureau of Chemistry, for rank, which will hold forth here this union of states before night by the
2:08 o'clock this afternoon.
He said he probably would stitute and later In the day was ten- his course in regard to the pure food week. Booker T. Washington is sched- signing of the statehood resolution by
Utica.
The formal affixing of the chief
at
stop
Syracuse and might detour dered a civic reception. Tonight the and drug work and told in a more or uled to address the gathering tomor- President Taft
executive's signature to the measure,
man.
over
Auburn.
The end of the Santa Fe trail markdistinguished Japanese naval com- less general way of the "family trou- row.
statehood
a
end
of
which marked the
tonot
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record,
mander departs for Vancouver.
Including
daily
er, a granite monument erected In
bles," which led to the recommendabattle extending over half a century,
day's plans, together with the numthe plaza, was dedicated, the Daughtion for Dr. Wiley's dismissal.
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Chicago to Elkhart, ,Ind., no stops,
Dr. Wiley did not come to him to dis- CONDITIONS IN EMPIRE RAPIDLY line Mills, daughter of the governor. , A
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which
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about
cuss subjects
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guished visitors from all parts of the
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of the Union PaGranite, Colo., Aug. 21. A. B. Dun-la- p week's vacation. Secretary Wilson were rapidly restoring normal service a meeting of the hoard of governors.
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of miles, two hours, and twenty minutes.
account
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and N. T. Gilbert, president and
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New Mexico Masons today laid the
company
em- today and the managers confidently
railway
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Dr.
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board."
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IT WAS ACCIDENT
shops
The president will' immediately is- of the Union
WITH MURDER OF GIRL WIFE,
which opened at Winona Lake today.
"It may he that it was not neces- This commission will assume the bursue his proclamation to the governors day placed on a forty hour basis per The conference will continue until
PLEADS NOT GUILTY
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of New Mexico and Arizona, instruct- week, working eight hour a day and
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mittee Senators Kern of Indiana, track to permit a following
Beulah Binford did not appear at and not Solicitor McCabe, was respon price the operators asked to secure
INLAND LAKE REGATTA..
Representative Madison of Kansas, in- Works, of California, Reed of Mis- pass.;
sible for Increasing the powers of the peace.
Oconomowoc, Wlc, Aug. 21. Ocon- The spectators saw a cloud of dust, today's proceedings. She1 may be callsurgent republican, denounced the rule souri, Page of Vermont and Clark of
solicitor. .He denied that in so doomowoe is to entertain this week the
as the most drastic ever offered in Wyoming.
heard the crashing of wood and then ed as a witness during the trial, but
he was getting back to the criti
annual regatta of the Inland Yachting;
saw the automobile in the ditch with today she remained in a cell In the ing
FEDERAL OFFICERS NAMED.
the house of representatives. He toll
cized one man power.
Ireland pinned beneath it. The mech- Richmond' jail, surrounded by pictures
EIGHT KILLED IN TORNADO.
the democrats that they were returnWashington, Aug. 21. President association, one of the most notable
badly of Beattle. She has no less than for
Grand ForkB, N. T., Aug. 21. The anician, Frank O'Brien was
Taft today nominated William E. events of the season in this section of
ing to "gag rule", methods, though
e
"Prominent Jyahctmen
in her cell. She puts in her CHINAMAN KILLED IN A RAID. Chaplin, register of the land office, the country
many of them had secured their seats latest reports from the sections of bruised and cut. Ireland was uncon
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in Chicago.
i merous other place.
,
,
ficers, at Cananea, Sonora, last night. Wyo.
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tral figure in the great rules revision killed and thirty or forty injured.
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AVERAGE LIFE IN
BIG

LEAGUES

FOUR YEARS
PLAYERS

SIXTY-FIV- E

NOW

IN

HAVE BEEN THERE
TWICE THAT LONG

MAJORS

New York, Aug. 21. One of the
laws of organized professional base
ball provides that between May 20 and
August 23 of each season the sixteen
clubs which comprise the American
and National leagues can carry only
twenty-fiv- e
players on their rosters.
This means that during the three
most Important months of the campaigns four hundred players are main
talned on the salary lists of the ma
Of this number
jor league clubs.
sixty-fivto be
nearly
been playing In the two
principal organizations of the great
"outdoor leagues" for eight years and
more. '
When the rack and tear on physique
and mental powers by everyday competition for six months the actual
playing season is taken into consideration, this la a large, percentage.
When It is also realized that each
spring some sjx hundred old ball players are taken Bouth for spring training
by these same sixteen clubs, the percentage grows proportionately.
It has been said by those who have
made a profession of baseball for
years that the average life of the professional player in the two major
leagues is four years. This can rea
dily be understood when it is recalled
or
how many athletes are drafted
purchased by these clubs, taken south
and then fall to show caliber enough
to oust some seasoned veteran from
his regular berth, and are sent back
to the minor leagues.
This, naturally, makes the average
life of the "big leaguer" a comparatively short one. It has another ef
fect. It casts greater honor upon the
sixty-fiv- e
players who have weathered
the effrts of younger men to secure
their positions. It makes eight years,
which at first may appear insignifi
cant, a long while to maintain a high
standard of useful ability in what is
one of the most severe of all athletic
one-sixt-

e,

.

'professions.

ceded to be the peer of them all. Crlg- er, who was with ,the Highlanders last
season, began catching in 1S90 In big
Keeler
William
league baseball.
broke In In 1892.
Napoleon Lajoie
played his first major league game on
August 12, 1896, and John "Honus"
Wagner launched his career in fast
company on July 19, 1897.
The following are the men who
have remained in the American and
National leagues for eight years or
more:
GiantB Christopher
Mathewson,
Leon Ames and
John J. McGraw,
George Wiltse.
Highlanders Charles Hemphill.
Washington James McAleer, Norman Elberfeld, WId Conroy, Tom
Hughes and Harry G easier.
St. Louis Browns Bobby Wallace
and Jack Powell,
St. Louis Cardinals Roger Bresna-han- .
Chicago Cubs Frank Chance, Jas.
Sheckard, John Evers, Joseph Tinker,
and Mordecal Brown.
Chicago White Sox William Sulli
van, James Callanhan, Harry White
and Pat Dougherty.
Boston Nationals Fred Tenny, Pat
sy Flaherty and John Kllng.
Boston Red Sox Pat Donovan and
Jack Thoney.
Philadelphia Nationals Chas. Doo- in, John Titus, William Bransfleld, Pat
Moran, John Lobert, Bob Ewing and
Earle Moore.
Athletics Connie
Philadelphia
Mack Danny Murphy, Topsy Hartsel,
Harry Davis, Eddie Plank and Chief
Bender.

Pittsburg Fred
Clarke, Tommy
Leach and John Wagner.
Cincinnati Clark Griffith.
Brooklyn Bill Dahlen, Harry Smith
and Bill Bergen.
,
Detroit Hugh Jennings,
George
Mullin, Bill Donovan and Davey Jones.
Cleveland
James McGuire and Napoleon Lajoie.
GRAHAM
Boston, Mass.,

Aug.

IS 31.
21. rClaude

the famous English
aviator, who has just arrived in Boston to take part in the big Harvard
aviation tournament opening next Saturday, received congratulations from
his numerous friends here today on
his thirty-firs- t
birthday anniversary.
The noted flyer first saw the light of
day on a little farm in Southampton,
and early in his youth he attained
prominence as an amateur sportsman. He was one of the first to take
up the sport of aviation and Is credited with having accumulated a fortune of good size since he first attained fame in the flight from Lon'
don to Manchester.
Grahame-Whlt-

e,

THOUSANDS

BOOM

A

EAGLES THRONG

FOR LEADER

'FRISCO

UNDERWOOD

AERIE OF BIG ORDER
MEETS IN GOLDEN GATE
CITY

NATIONAL

DEMOCRATIC
NOMINATION
CEPTABLE

Y

WOULD

BE

AC-

TO ALABAMAN

San Francisco, Aug. 21. "The Best
Washington, Aug. 21. A boom has
Ever" is the slogan of the great con- been started for Oscar Underwood,
vention opened in this city today by chairman of the ways and means comthe Fraternal Order of Eagles. Tens mittee of the house, for the democrat
of thousands of visitors are here from ic nomination for vice president. The
cltiea and towns in every part of the first open move along that line was
United States and Canada and the an interview given out today by Rep
would resentative
Evans, a Chicago demoprediction that the attendance
establish a new high record has been crat. The interview was not a chance
fulfilled.
utterance, but was prepared In adBy common consent the people of vance with the knowledge of Mr.
and his friends. The friends
San Francisco have decided to make
the convention the occasion for a of the Alabama man decided that its
carnival. The business sec- effectiveness would be increased if
seven-daof
tion
the city is gayly decorated the first public utterance on the subwith flags and bunting and the em- ject came from a northern-democrMr. Evans recited the really merito
blems of the order. Business will be
largely suspended until the screaming rious work of Chairman Underwood
Eagles have furled their wings, and in the house since the special session
homes. For began and pointed out that the southflown to their
the present it is mirth and music by erner has displayed unusual traits
of leadership. All the tariff legisla
day and music and mirth by night
'
Street pageants, barbecues, balls tion which has originated In the
and other features of entertainment house was drawn by Mr. Underwood's
are to follow one another In rapid suc- committee and he had succeeded in
cession. The festivities are to be en- holding his party as a unit for these
tirely Callfornian in spirit, the pa measures.
Mr. Underwood makes no secret of
geantry and special events being of
the pioneer days of '49, with the vivid the fact that he would accept such a
descriptions of Bret Harte as the set nomination. He said he was not an
ting. "Roaring Camp,' Immortalized avowed candidate for the place, but
by the famous writer, has been estab- would consider it a great compliment
lished as one of the big features of should It be given him. When asked
the carnival.
why he did not set his mark higher
But it would be a big mistake to and aim at the presidency, he replied
Imagine that there is no work t be that the time has not yet come when
done during the week. Senator Tho a southerner can be elected president.
mas F. Grady of New York Is to reIn a way the movement is an antitire from the office of grand president Clark one. It is certain that the next
and the choice of his successor has democratic convention will not nomistarted a spirited contest. Frank E nate the speaker of the house for
k
Hering of South Bend, Ind., J. J.
president and another house member
of San Francisco, and several for the second place on, the ticket.
others are mentioned for the head of
the order. Another contest has de
veloped for the office of grand secre
tary to succeed Conrad H. Mann, who
CALENDAR OF SPORT8
Is retiring from the office after a ser
FOR THE WEEK
vice of many years.
Apart from the election of officers
f
f
and other routine business, the con
Monday
ventlon will be called upon to deal
International Marsters' Tournament
with several radical measures which (chess) opens at Carlsbad, Bohemia.
if passed will have an important ef
Annual tournament 4f! the Western
fect upon the future of the order. The Chess association at Excelsior, Minn.
first of these new mearures will deal
Opening of annual regatta of in
with the matter of age limit and
land Lake Yachting association at
designed to bring an army of young
Wis.
men into the order. There is a strong
Willie Lewis vs. Larry English, 10
feeling that the age limit should be rounds at Albany, N. Y.
set at 18 years, and there are said Intermountain tennis champion 3lr.p
to be thousands of youths throughout tournament begins at Salt Lake City.
the United States and Canada who
Western Washington championship
are awaiting the decision of the grand tennis tournament begins at Everett,
body so that they may be initiated. Wash.
Another important matter to be conWest Virginia championship tennis
sidered is the proposal to institute tournament begins at Parkersburg.a women's auxiliary to the Eagles.
Corinthian football team of En
gland sccheduled to play at Reglna.

NEWEST MODELS
IN WOMEN'S FALL SHOES
There is a decided change in Womens Shoes for Fall Season. While there will be many
models in lace shoes worn, preference is given to high top Button Shoes with welt extension,
soles, broad toes, short vamps and medium military heels.
These are made of Velous, Suede Calf, Patent Colt. Russia Calf, Gunmetal and Vici Kid.
Also Leather Vamps with Velvet tops.

$2.50 to S5.00
FOX'S PARTY SLIPPERS

v

Fox's Slippers are the most satisfactorily made. Maximum style and quality combined
with comfort and service makes them especially desirable. We carry them in Patent Pumps,
one and two strap Sandals, black and bronze Satin Pumps and Velvet Pumps.

S3.50 a.nd $4.00

The best Shoe for

For Foot Comfort

Women is The

Buy The

y
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FARMERS COULD
Get Wise on Gloves

HAVECONSERVED
WHEAT
FAILURE
DROUTH

TO

CROP

CONDITIONS

CAUS-

rt perfect bcoue they scwr Mlffea from wetting
hrtrel from heat. Wufa A cm wi lb, swap aud waur. Tt

LOSSES

Springs, Aug.

21.

in?

t"Asbesto." Gloves I
For Railroad Men

FOR

PREPARE

ED THEM GREAT

Colorado

Yon know it's ttpeuiv to bujr chop glow.
They soak through with steam, water and oil harden after wetting don't protect your hands.
"AsbMtoC' Glove ara the most economical
lama. The wear lonovat and feel best, fcisen- 3 rath ' Celebrated Horaehids uaed in them it ateam,
cinder and heat proof.

Farm-

sBESTOL

ers of the United States needlessly

EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED

win-
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tltehed
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l ntj are
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worth more Umb other glove but
a no morr.
Ask voir dealer foe the renulno
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threw away 8,896,000 bushels of
:
Elsindrath Glovt Co,
V
ter wheat this 'year, not to mention
tut. CHIHBO
HIDE
HORSE
an enormous loss in other farm produdcts, simply because they failed to
prepare against drougth by taking
steps to keep moisture in the soil. This
FOR SALE BY
is the declaration of Secretary John
Burns of the International Dry
Farming congress, who is now prepar
ing to conduct the sixth congress,
which meets in this city next Octo
ber.
Mr. Burns had just read the report
WHOLESALERS OP
of the United States department of
Goods,
Notions, Shoes, Hats, Caps & Gloves
Clothing,
Dry
aericulture for August, showing the
LAS
loss under the 1911 crop. Before him
VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
lav a sheaf of wheat raised by J. M.
Bradshaw of Peyton, Colo., who had
just threshed an average of 20 bush
els per acre from 100 .acres, patches
in which ran as high at 57 bushels.
On the Bradshaw land only four inches
of moisture fell from the time this
wheat was planted, September 2, to
the day it was cut, July 15, and there
it not a live stearm in 25 miles. This
land was summer tilled, that is care
fully cultivated and the weeds kept
before it was
down the summer
Grain Binders,
Deere Plows,
planted. This is one of the tenats
Farm
Howing Machines,
Wagons,
of scientific dry farming as taught
Rakes,
to
Hay
is
It
the
congress.
applicable
Spring Wagons,
by
Sask.
Bean Threshers,
every part of the land, says Mr. Burns
Buggies,
The average of all wheat in the United
Tuesday
Grain
Binder
Threshers,
v
Twine,
THE FIRST TICKET
Opening of Grand Circuit race meot States according to the government
Bean Harvesters,
is only 14.5 bushels, and the quality is
Autos.
at
Goshen, N. Y.
ing
UNDER STATEHOOD
horse 92 as against 92.6 last year. So there
Opening of annual open-ai- r
is nothing wrong with the 1911 wheat
show at Bar Harbor, Me.
San Miguel County New
Opening of annual bench show of but lack of moisture.
Mexico
the Allentown (Pa.) Kennel club.
"Every farmer In the land could
have done as Mr. Bradshaw did with
Wednesday
1 member of congress.
Opening of Wisconsin women's golf his little four inches of rainfall, had
1 senator from San Miguel county,
championship tournament at Milwau he been intelligent enough to. study
Lbs Vegas, New Mexico.
1 Senator from San Miguel and Mora kee.
dry farming methods and willing to
counties, to be a resident of Mora
Dave Deshler vs. Ray Bronson, 10 do the necessary work," declares Mr,
Burns. , "Some day they will prepare
county.
rounds, at Indianapolis.
1 Senator from San Miguel
and
to meet drouth as they do all other
Thursday
INSANITY TO BE DEFENSE
Guadalupe counties.
Indiana women's golf championship adverse phenomena of. nature, and
New
York, Aug. 21. The case of
3 Representatives from San Miguel tournament
opens at Logansport, Ind overcome it, too."
Paul Geidel, the
bellboy
county.
Young Loughrey vs. "Kid" Henry,
indicted for the murder of William H.
1 Representative
from San Miguel 10 rounds, at Albany, N. Y.
BLUE HOSTS IN ROCHESTER
Jackson, the aged ibroker who was
and Guadalupe counties.
Friday
N. Y. Aug. 21. The in robbed and beaten to death in his
Rochester,
1 Governor.
.National stocK chassis road races
room at the Hotel Iroquois on the
numerable activities of the forty-nintI Lieutenant governor.
start at Elgin, III.
national encampment of the' Grand night of July 27 last, was called in
1 Secretary of State.
Pacific coast A. A. U. championships
this the court of general sessions today.
Army of the Republic began
1 Auditor of State.
at Astoria, Ore.
when the national council Lnless the counsel for the defense
morning
1 Treasurer of State.
Frankie Burns vs. Charley Harvey,
ol administration met to complete the succeeds in getting a delay the actual
1 Attorney General.
10 rounds, at Rockaway Beach, N. Y.
final details of the encampment pro trial probably will begin within a day
1 Superintendent of public instruc
Saturday
gram. During the day numerous con- or two. In view of Geidel's alleged
tion.
Opening of Harvard aviation meet ferences were
held also by the officers confession it is regarded as a certain
1 Commissioner of public lands.
at Atlantic field, near Boston.
D
of the Woman's Relief ty that a plea of insanity will be
and
committees
3 Justices of the Supreme Court.
Corinthian Football team of England
Corps, Ladies of the G. A. R., Sons of made in his behalf.
3 State Corporation commissioners
scheduled to play at Calgary, Alta.
Veterans and other affiliated organi1 District
judge.
SPANISH WAR VETERANS.
zations which will hold their annual
1 District Attorney.
Children Who Are Sickly
Oklahoma
sessions
here
week.
this
The
City, Okla., Augi 21.
great
1 Probate Judge.
Mothers who value their own com opening of the gathering will take Spanish-America'
war veterans fromi
Use for Results
1 County Clerk.
fort and the welfare of their children, place tomorrow, with the big parade practically every state in the Union
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
1 Sheriff.
should never be without a box of of the veterans and a
speech by are attending the annual 'encamp1 Treasurer and
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
collector, Mother
Sweet
for
Powders
Gray's
President
as
Taft
of the ment of their national organization, BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
features
the
1 Assessor.'
Children, for use throughut the sea- following day. The great crowd al- which began its sessions here today. and their beneficial effect is felt from the
1 County School Superintendent.
son. They break up colds, relieve
ready here was swelled today by the The Spanish American war nurses start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
3 County commissioners.
feverishness,
arrival
of thousands of veterans and are also In session. Elaborate enter- BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
teething
constipation,
1 County Surveyor.
headache
trou
and
disorders,
stomach
other visitors from every section of tainment has been provided for the CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN34 Total offices on first ticket
bles. Used by mothers for 22 years. the country. The
visitors. John Lewis Smith, of Wash- FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
visitors are enthuTHESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL. siastic in their praise of the elaborate ington, D. C, is being boomed for annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
commander-in-chie- f
of the veterans. they exercise a permanent benefit.
"There's no use talkin'," said Mr. Sold by all drugstores, 25c. Don't ae decorations and the perfect characTONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Dustin Stax, "this corporation of ours cept any substitute. Sample mailed ter of the arrangements made for the Tampa, Pla., is an applicant for next
O. G. SCHAEFER
enacmpment.
year's
FREE.
bhnsted
Allen
S.
Address,
will have to dissolve."
reception and entertainment of the
Red Cross Drug Co.
Y
Le Roy, N.
"How will you go about it?"
veterans during their stay in
"I don't know. The only way
When a woman can't think of anyknow of to dissolve things Is to keep
No girl is qualified for matrimony
A man who needs the money has
thing else to say to her husband sh
Give the average man half a chance cautions him not to eat so fast or no time to meddle In other
putting water into them." Washing until she, knows how to spank a baby
people'a
ton Star.
and he'll want the other half.
smoke so much.
affairs.
properly.
Cu-sac-

There Is still another point of hon
or to the credit of the sixty-fivfavorites who have performed for eight
years and more. Baseball has advanced in a natural progression, along sciASTOR AS A LIFE SAVER.
entific lines. No longer are the manNewport, R. I., Aug. 19. A gishlng
agers looking for ability to hit the
ball hard and field well. They want trip which Colonel John Jacob Astor
more. They must find this natural planned for his coming bride, Miss
ability possessed in conjunction with Madeline Force, and her father, Wm.
brains the ability to think quickly H. Force, was interrupted for a few
and act with precision at psycholo- hours today when the steam yacht
Noma dropped into this harbor to
gical moments. The fact that this
leave
five rescued yachtsmen and to
"Inside" baseball Is being
enable the party to spend a short
in
schools
the
of
instruction,
taught
the minor leagues and colleges, makes time ashore. The rescue of the shipthe feat of the veterans in keeping wrecked crew occurred shortly before
twelve miles off Horton's
pace with the times all the more com- midnightColonel
John J. Astor was on
Point.
mendable.
rescue and gave as
deck
the
during
Why have these men succeeded in sistance when
and taking
launching
so prolonging their active career? The
in the life boats. Miss Force was
answer Is condition. Capital training
also on deck during the thrilling
end the fact that the players have
durof
mode
life
maintained a regular
ing the "off" season account for the
success of the sixty-fivaccording to
their own versions.
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
As a rule, pitchers are the first to
give way to the wear and tear. Yet
Mathewson of the Giants, Mordecal
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
Brown of the Cubs, "Patsy" Flaherty
of the Boston Nationals, "Long Tom" the week ending August 18, 1911:
Mrs. Mary Anderson; W. C. Asher;
Hughes of Washington, George Mullln
Bill
of
Donovan
Ysabel
Eddie
Detroit,
."and
Armijo; Mrs. Ainalia R. Blan-charFlank and "Chief" Bender of the AthGlenn Bacon; Ray Blocker;
letics, George Wiltse and Leon Ames Wm. Charles; Virgil Cowart; Henry
of the Giants have weathered the rav E. Chavez; Miss Petrita Chavez; Mrs.
ages of time and are included in the Claria Feals; Albert Geisler; Miss Es- choice number.
tefanita Callegos; Mrs. A. E. Hager-manThos. J. Johnson; Bertha Ma
"Cy" Young, released last week by
Cleveland, has been pitching since son; Anthony Robinson; Milan Wil1890, twenty-on- e
yars, and has been liams; Miss Ethel A. Wilson; S. C.
actively affiliated with major league MoCurdy.
When calling for the above DlesR
. baseball longer than any other man.
Mathewson has been pitching since ask for Advertised Letters.
P. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
1900, eleven years, and is still con
e
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BLOOD DISEASES
Contagious Blood Poison is responsible for a great many old blood
troubles, such as scroFuldus affections, skin eruptions, catarrhal
troubles, Rheumatism, ulcerating sores, etc There is no such thing
as ridding the system of these effects by killing the poisonous germs.
Any medicine powerful enough to accomplish this would also destroy
many of the delicate linings and tissues, and wreck the constitution.
The onlv way to cure old blood troubles is to REMOVE the cause from
the circulation, and for this purpose nothing is equal to S. S. S. It
goes into the blood, and drives out every taint and poison, and makes
this vital fluid pure, rich and nourishing. S. S. S. has long been known
as the greatest of all blood purifiers and many thousands have rid
themselves of old blood diseases by its use. It ALWAYS removes the
impurity from the blood and cures these old disorders, whether inher
book on tne Diooa anu any meuicai auvice irce
ited or acauired.
to all. S.S.S. is oold at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC

CO.. ATLANTA,

CA
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Nells Financial
-

Under
Susanna Amuses
Herself
Difficulties

I

Crisis

1 wish to see the cashier,"

demand--

d

Nellie sternly.
"He's busy Just now." explained the
teller. "Is It any thing I can do for
you?"
"It's something you did to me,"
he said coldly.
"I must see the
cashier."
The teller sent a messenger to see
the caahler and Nellie sat down to
wait, her head held very high, and
an angry flush on her pretty face.
Presently the boy came back and
she followed him Into the glass partitioned office.
"What can 1 do for you, Miss
"
he asked, rising. "In difficulties already?"
"My credit has been attacked by
this bank," she said heatedly. "Your
clerk would not pay my check; my
very first check, and after I had told
all the girls how nice It was to have
a bank account They were all going
to open accounts with this bank, but
they won't now."
"I am sorry there has been trouble,"
he said diplomatically.
"Perhaps
there was some trouble with the signature. It sometimes happens with
new accounts."
"But Isn't your clerk supposed to
know my signature?" she persisted.
"I thought they had to know the
signatures."
"Jordon Is a very clever chap," he
said. "Suppose you let me have the
troublesome check."
"It's the one I gave Berth Seymour
for my club dues. Berth was over
for lunch yesterday. I had the five
dollars In my purse, but I thought It
would help advertise the bank if I
gave her a check."
"Very thoughtful, I'm sure," he said
gratefully, though his lips twitched a
Beh-man?-

bit

"Well, you see, father being a director, I ought to do all I can to help,"
she explained. "Berth stopped In to
get It cashed and the man said he
couldn't pay It."
Stockton took the check and
through the glass Nellie could see
bim comparing it with the big book
in which she had written her signature the day before. It was with a
perfectly grave face that he brought
It back to her.
"It seems that you signed the register as 'Helen Behman,' " he explained. "This Is signed 'Nell Behman." "

"Helen Is so formal to your friends,"
she said.' "Berth would think I was
angry with her if I was to sign It
'Helen.' I'd bate to hurt her feelings."
"I can understand,"
he agreed.
"But business has certain stern laws
that must be obeyed. One of these
Is that checks must always be signed
In one way. Yoj cannot even change
the style of capital letters you use.
Had the teller cashed that check It
might have cost him his position."
"Are they as mean as that?" she
cried In surprise. "I think it's horrid. I sign my letters all sorts of
ways."
"Checks are not quite the same
"If you will
thing," he reminded.
draw another check I will get you the
money and you can mall It to Miss
Seymour."
"I'll mall it in one of your envelopes," she decided. "Then Berth can
see how well I stand with the bank."
He escorted her to the door when
she was through, but all the afternoon
he could see the golden head bending
over his desk and when Richard Beh-maa few days later, extended him
an Invitation to dinner, he was
raised to the seventh heaven of de-

light

That dinner was the first of many.
Behman had always liked the young
cashier, and was glad to have him at
the house. If Nell shared the sentiment she did not give such open expression to her views, but Stockton
went away with a happy heart, and It
Is to be inferred that he was reasonably sure that she did not dislike him.
Then came the financial crash. Nellie burst Into his office one morning
and raised her veil to disclose a

tear-staine- d

face.

"What are they going to do to me?"
she demanded apprehensively.
"I
have the money.
She held a roll of crumpled bills toward him.
"Did you steal It?" he gasped.
"I stole It." she sobbed, "that Is, I
miess I did. I overdrew. I made the
bank give me more money than I
gave them and they wrote me about

It"

She held out the blank notification
five dollars and
watched him while the smile crept
over his face.
"That'B all right," he explained.
"The bank knew you were good for it
and they paid It out to save your
check from protest It's done every
day. Your father put some money
over to your account this morning
and you're all right again."
"And they wont arrest me?"
"Tt'a not a crime. If we chose to
our account
pay an overdraft that's
Tou didn't steal it"
"I was so afraid," she said with a
I couia not
suggestion or a sod.
find father and I came right straight
to you."
"I'm Klad of that," he said softly.
I
-vou have come, may
xTr
'
liw that
troon VOU. Nell?'
"I guess I'd better say yes," she
aald with a little attempt ata a asmile,d
perhaps with a father and
business, I
In the banking
siriB"ir'trbt keep tnmgs

of an overdraft of

bus-ban-

"It's a perlectly beautiful night"
began the young man nervously as
they stepped from the sidewalk Into
the park. "I don't know when I've
seen the moon brighter."
"Yes," agreed the young woman.
"It is nice! What a lot of people are
out!" '
"I wish they had stayed at home."
said the young man. "They're far too
numerous there isn't any place to sit
down and a fellow can't talk"
"How funny!" broke in the young
woman.
"Who is going to listen to
you, and, anyhow, what if they do?"
"Well," said the young man, "there's
a lot 1 could say If I ever got the
chance and "
"Oh!" broke In the young woman.
"Jsn't that Daisy over there? And
there's Tom Fairman "
"I don't care If the whole creation
Is over there," said the young man,
taking her firmly by the arm and
leading her away. "I don't want to
see Daisy and Tom! What do you
suppose I came and 'got you for tonight If I was perishing from a desire
to gaze upon them? I'm sorry if I
bore you so that you have to look
elsewhere for entertainment!"
"Oh, my, no!" said the young woman with sweet politeness. "Nothing of the sort. I Just thought it
looked like them. Aren't you a little
bit peevish this evening?"
"I am not!" Insisted the young
man. "On the contrary, I feel In an
especially mild and cheerful mood.
That Is, I should if you would pay a
little attention to what I say."
"Goodness!" said the young woman.
"I'm listening to every word! How
could I do therwlse when you're the
only person near me?"
"That's just it," he cried. "You listen because you have to and not because you want to! If I felt that you
took the slightest Interest in what I
say It would be so different!"
"See here, Harry," said the young
woman, "If you want to tell me about
the neckties you bought today or the
way business didn't go, or how the
laundry ruined three collars go right
ahead and get It oft your mind!"
VI wish you wouldn't be funny. Say,
here's the lagoon let's take a row."
He dashed to the ticket office and
did not breathe freely till he had her
safely stowed in the bow of the boat
and had pushed oH. Then he sighed
hugely.
"There!" he said. "Why didn't I
think of this before? Nobody Is going
to break In on our conversation!"
"You seem terribly concerned over
our conversation tonight," said the
young woman. "Which rope do I pull
when I want the boat to go that
way?"
. "The other," said the
young man.
'It's like this, Ethel I've been try-

ing"

woman
the . young
shrieked. "What's all this dark stufl
we've run Into?"
"A kind of seaweed; only It grows
in the lake," explained the young
man, patiently. "You've steered Into
an awful mess of it!"
He worked ten minutes to get the
boat clear before they again drifted
Into pleasant water.
"Isn't this great out here?" he be
gan again. "I don't know whether It
is because It really is fine or because
I am here with you. I expect it
would seem fine to me If It were a
mudhole! You see, Ethel "
"
she shrieked. "We
"My
nearly ran into that boat! I didn't see
It coming at all! Now, I'll be so ner
vous! What If we should have an ac
cident!"
"Nothing can happen," insisted the
young man. "You mustn't let your
nerves fly away with you. As I was
trying to say, Ethel, I want to tell
you how much "
"Harry!" she cried. "Whatever is
that awfully bright light and It's
coming this way. Oh, we'll be run
down I"
"No we won't," he aid, shortly,
"That's the police boat. I do wish
you'd listen
good-ness!-

to"

They bumped abruptly Into an un
seen bank and the young woman was
thrown halfway Into the water. The
young man dragged her up to dry
land, spluttering and breathing bard
"Now," he said, "while your mouth
and eyes are full of water I'm going
to have my say! I've been trying all
evening to ask you to marry me! Will
you?"
"My goodness!" gasped the limp
young woman. "You didn't need to
drown me to ask me that simple
question. Of course, I will, silly!"

"I've put the cat out doors 1 caught
her tying twine tightly around its
throat a while ago and her toys are
parked and I've told the cook not to
let her Into the kitchen." went on
Susanna's mother. "You know she
fell head foremost Into the flour bin
yesterday. She can't open the bath
room door If we keep It tight shut, so
there's no danger of her drowning herself in the tub as she almost did last
week. In fact, I think she's safe, so
I'll get my things on in peace!"
Then Susanna disappeared so completely that she might have been raited up toe chimney. But
'gaged w
-'
mother and her Aunt
rifle
I
.r
tyvrcbe' tSe house,
naniV ili various tones of beseeching
and threatening, they found the door
of the guest room locked.
l-

Beating the door violently, Susanna's mother called to know if her child
was within. A chuckle answered her
from inside.

"Susanna, dear," her mother said, in
carefully repressed tones, "open the
door for mother!"
Susanna chuckled again. "Tan't!"
she remarked cheerfully. 'Tse locked
It!"
She had. And the key was on her
side of the door. It was now twenty
minutes of the time to go. Susanna's
mother put her hands wildly to her
head and appealed to Susanna's aunt
"Whatever shall I do?" she moaned.
"Susanna!" Aunt Lena said in her
sternest tones, made sharp by stress,
"unlock that door at once!"
Nothing happened. From the sound
it appeared that the culprit was strolling about the room enjoying her survey of the furniture.
"My goodness!" said her mother.
"If I could only lay bands of her!
Susanna, listen ! We're going on the
train and we'll be late unlock the
door for mother, that's a good girl!"
"You should use firmness Instead of
cajoling her!" objected Aunt Lena,
disapprovingly.
"I'd use anything from a pickax to
bribery!" declared Susanna's harassed
mother. "Susanna! Won't you please
try, dear?"
" 'Tan't!" Susanna reported casually after she bad touched the key slightly. "Susanna tan't make It go!"
"Try again!" wheedled her mother.
"You shall have some candy!"
Susanna appeared to touch the key
with the tip of one finger and then
she grew bold with the situation.
"Oh!" he gurgled from the window,
"See the pretty birdie!"
There now remained ten minutes
before the automobile must start. Su
sanna's mother was on her knees be
fore the door with a wire hairpin.
"Why wasn't I born a burglar?" she
moaned. "What Is it they use to turn
keys from the outside, anyhow, Aunt
Lena?"
"I think it is a wrench or twee
ers!" contributed Aunt Lena. "Wait,
I'll get the tweezers!"
With trembling fingers Susanna's
mother Inserted the tweezers and
pushed the key entirely out. She
heard it fall on the floor. Then she
heard her daughter's voice raised in
a little burst of song.
"I shall go mad!" she cried. "If I
miss that train Fred will be so dis
appointed!"
"The Inventive mind of children,"
remarked Aunt Lena, "is certainly
wonderful!"
"Somehow I can't bring my mind
to regard it that way at this present
moment," objected Susanna's frantic
mother. Then with a burst of inspira
tion she beat upon the door. "Susan
be!" she ordered. "You pick that key
up at once and throw It out of the
At once! Thank goodness.
window!
it's open!"
The idea seemed to appeal to Susanna. She picked up the key after
sitting down twice In her efforts to
do so. Then she burst into song again.
It was within three minutes' time

to depart

That Was Why Honey Man Couldn't

Excellent Plan to 8elect Strain That
Grows Coarse, Strong Stalk Drill
Seed Carefully.

Flowers.

for us."

raa1-tical-

GROW

Sell Much In Town Full of

"There!" said Susanna's mother as
she turned Susanna around with one
hand and surveyed the work of art
that Susanna was In traveling costume of white linen and fresh' blue
bow on shining curls. "You're all
ready now, I don't believe. Aunt
Lena, that there is a thing Susanna
can get Into before the machine comes

1-

RAW MATERIAL TOO PLENTY

In adapting alfalfa to dry farming
a very good plan is to select a strain
that grows a coarse, strong stalk, use
the same strain of seed year after year
and thus adapt the plant to local conditions. We would prefer to pay a
dollar a pound for seed grown several
years under such conditions than to
use seed at market prices that has not
been acclimated. The alfalfa seed
from Turkestan which the agricultural department foisted on us several
years ago Is not suited to high table
lands and does better in fields under
irrigation which Is Just contrary to the
dope that was handed out to us by
the alleged scientists, says the Denver Field and Farm. We should say
that a sufficient quantity to sow on
dry land is to drill in eight pounds of
seed the acre, using any of the
styles of corn planters that
carry an onion seed plate with holes
s
thirteen
of an inch in diameter. Drill the seed carefully to the
depth of an inch. The soil should be
In perfect condition to assure germination of a full and even stand. Haying drilled the seed with a two-rocorn planter, the drills are Just right
to be cultivated with a common two-roriding plow. The shovels should
be run to a depth of three Inches and
thus compel the alfalfa roots to keep
below the three-Incsoil mulch. It
will probably be necessary to cultivate
five times during the season and also
to break the soil crust after each rain
so as to lessen the loss of moisture.
Early In the season until the growth
Is six inches in height harrow across
FOR GENIUS the rows with a slant-toot- h
drag.

The man "who kept a bee" was amply provided with honey. His right
hand held a can of the liquid variety,
his left held honey in the comb. He
had come .In from further out on
Long Island and was trying to dispose of his product in one of the
large towns that still retains its individuality despite the fact that it
was supposed to have been "absorbed" Into Greater New York. Up
and down the street he went, meeting
All around
with small success.
green lawns and thrifty flower beds
testified to the local pride of the
householders. One street in particular was a veritable feast of roses,
every porch supporting hundreds of
the rambler variety, and on this
street the rowdy bees created a regular uproar.
The honey man evidently did some
reading on national issues when he
was at home, to judge by his reply
to the sympathetic matron who in
porch
quired from her flower-lade- n
as to how his business did. His lean,
brown face, out of whjch the sun had
ironed all lines of bitterness, relaxed
In a cheerful grin: "Not very well,
madam," ha returned, then with a
quizzical glance at the gorgeous array of rosea, he continued, "you people In Mapleleaf have too much raw
material to appreciate the finished
product."
Whereupon the matron, though
personally despising honey, bought a
liberal supply.
EDUCATION BAD

ALFALFA ON DRY LAND
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It Also Seems to Reduce Mental Alertness of the People, Says English Writer. ,

GOOD OATS FOR DRY FARMING

Widespread education is certainly
unfavorable to the development of genius or remarkable talent Greatness,
as it were, Is put in 'commission. As
everyone has a little tincture of talent,
no one is allowed to possess a mof
nopoly,
If the loss to the world were only
the obliteration of genius we might let
It pass. Perhaps mankind may learn
to do without genius. Perhaps the
mariner by some new trained instinct
for locality may be able to dispense
with compass and lighthouses. But
education seems to be robbing the
masses of the power to appreciate the
products of education.
The comment is on everyone's
tongue that the world of today has but
a languid Interest in things of the
mind.
There is probably three times
as much effort and bustle and fuss
about education now, proportionately,
as there was 60 years ago. Yet there
was proportionately ten times as much
mental alertness then.
Choosing Wife by Her Voice.
A man has won for his wife a
elrl whose voice dIaiummI Mm
tele-nhon-

If every unmarried man only realized
it there Is a deal more good common
sense In marrylnar a BrettT voice than
in marrying a pretty face.
If the
pretty face can have all the accom
panying characteristics necessary to
feminine perfection the man who wins
this paragon Ib quite as lucky as the
girl who wins goodness and wealth
combined In a husband. No girl ever
has denied that it might be an easy
matter to fall In love with this special
combination, but the men go right on
seeking beauty as the first requisite.
But a pleasing voice! Soothing under all circumstances. One can turn
one's back on a face not auite un to
the Ideal, but who ever gets away
rrom a voice? Leastways every husband claims he cannot get away from
"the" voice, so why not look for one
with the note of music In its tones
Looking Far Ahead.

It may be a trifle early to discuss
the matter now; but it is certainly

coming within a few years, and then
we will see what will be practically a
five-daboat from almost any of the
European ports, and the passengers
who have no necessity for a stop in
New York whisked to their destina
Hons In the west without the delay
that is now necessitated by the pres
ent docking arrangements. But the
problem is a comparatively easy one.
When once the opportunity Is opened
or the docking of the steamships, the
railroads will he quick enough to
build all the roada that may be need
ed across Long Island to care, for all
the passengers that may be landed at
Montauk Point.
y

Outside on the grass Susanna's
mother besought and threatened. TJp
above Susanna's cheerful face looked
down tantalizingly. "Nice key!" she
gurgled.
That Was All.
"Throw it!" shrieked her mother.
the conductor:
Sharply
spoke
the
key playfully
Susanna dropped
"Madam, you'll have to take that
among the thickest of the lilac bushes.
into the baggage car."
The Lady Financier.
As they tumbled Into the waiting bulldog
matMildly spoke the sweet-faceMrs. O. H. P. Belmont, apropos of machine amid a hurlyburly of luggage
the establishment of a new women's and disheveled good-byeSusanna ron:
"Pardon me, but I am lame; I shall
bank in Berlin, said In a recent Inter spoke once, smiling angelically.
have to ask you to take him there."
view In New York:
"Susanna likes to play locked in,"
Casually spoke ' the bulldog, In a
"In Berlin, too, women will now be- she confided. "Susanna bad a good
low, deep voice:
come as clever about money matters time, mamma!"
!'
as they are here. There will now be
Then silence like a cataplasm deno more Berlin women like the one I
Had to Give It Up.
scended to meliorate the contusions
heard of recently.
"Do you always apply for the re- of ululation.
"This lady'B first bank account was
of your maiden name when
opened for her by her huBband last storation a divorce?"
year, and she dispensed checks so you get
Indians Good Fishermen.
"No, I used to, but I had a child
freely that the cashier had to write
The salmon fishing season has been
to her that she had overdrawn. She three years ago, and, of course, It
very profitable for some of the Quinl-auwouldn't look right after that"
replied:
Indians this year. The run has
"'Gentlemen: I cannot understand
been fair and prices have been espehow there can be no more money at
.Theirs by Purchase.
the bank, as I have several more
Guest (looking at portraits on walls) cially good. Several Indians have
checks left In my book. However,
Those are your ancestors, I sup- made good sums, but Johnny and
Harry Shale have led. Thus far the
ss you say so, I suppose it Is true, pose?
and Inclosed herewith you will find a
Host Oh, yes; we bought them season has netted them $4,000 apiece.
check for the amount overdrawn."
Hoquiam correspondence Portland
with the house. Boston Transcript
Oregonian.
d
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Best Plan to Sow Two Varieties,
Kherson for Early Crop and Swed
Ish Select for Late.

Wedding Stationery

(By J. E. PAYNE, Colorado Agricultural
College.)

oats
irrigated
have
land, the Kherson and Sixty-dagenerally made the best yields of
grain. This has been' because these
varieties are
Usual
ly, the earliest variety of oats will
give the best results on unlrrigated
land; but some years the drought
comes just as the early varieties are
heading or filling. They are then cut
short It often happens that rain
comes just a few days too late to
make the early oats fill well. In such
a time, a variety which ripens ten
days or two weeks later will be heading just at the right time to be benefited by the rain which was too late
for the early variety. In this case,
the later variety will make a good
crop when the early one will fall,
With these facts before us, we can
see that It Is a good plan to sow two
varieties of oats: Kherson for early,
and Swedish Select, or Colorado No.
87, for the late variety;
then. If
drought strikes either variety, it may
give a eanall yield of hay. The later
varieties of oats will usually make
more straw than the early ones, bo
they may be planted for hay. Land
which has been In corn the year be
fore, and has been given clean culti
vation, will usually furnish a good
seedbed for oats by double-diskin- g
the corn stubble.
Of the many varieties
which we have tested on

of
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Announcement Cards

early-maturin-

Increase Laying Capacity,
Every Intelligent poultry raiser can
develop a strain of chickens with Increased laying capacity by observing
his flock, especially the young stock
during the fall, selecting the pullet's
commencing, or preparing to lay, and
thus prepare for next season's breeding a pen of birds that have functions
of egg production strongly developed.

Engraved Cards
Calling Cards
Birth Announcements

Programs
and Stationery

FARM NOTE8.

If you have never grown head
tuce try It for the first time this

Printed by the

letsea-

son.
Onions, cabbage, and tomatoes are
good crops for the owner of an acre

tract.

.......

;

Next to the mowing machine In importance in alfalfa harvest is the side
delivery rake.
Once a week all manure should be
cleaned away from the barns and all
refuse disposed of- When watering plants do not force
water against the plant; let It fall In
the form of a shower.
Care for the young animals so their
growth will not be stunted. Keep
them growing U the time.
If you have some fine tomato vines
d
on which the fruit Is being
fix them up a little shade.
After the hay is off the meadow we
can see its thin spaces' better. Get
busy with the manure spreader.
The succulent grasses are rich in
muscle and bone forming materials,
and are loosening and cooling to the
system.
Keep up your dust mulch. The late
vegetables will suffer severely for
moisture during the dry, hot weather
If you neglect this.
During the hot weather the garden
should receive very frequent cultivation to keep down the weeds and conserve the moisture.
Every gardener should now "make ()
hay while the sun shines." It is very (5)
essential that we cultivate our plants ()
while they are young.
As soon as the crop appears above
ground it needs cultivation, both to
kill the weeds and to admit the air
to the roots of the plants.
Cucumbers for pickles should be
picked every alternate day at least
Cut them, but never pull them off, as
the vines are liable to be injured.
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THE STATE OP NEW MEA'lCO
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For sixty years loyal New Mexico
has been fighting incessantly for the
rights of self government She has
been given promises that have remained unfulfilled times without number,
has had her hopes raised only to have
her expectations end In disappointment; she has made constitutions and
elected senators, has done many
things .that her dictators declared were
necessary, even to agreeing to an unwelcome alliance with Arizona, that
she might receive the boon she so
much desired. Steadfast in the face
of failure, undismayed by disappointment, girding ever her armor for fresh
conflict, New Mexico has remained
steadfast unto the end.
Now that the long strife is over and
victory has been achieved let us, as
far as may be, forget the heat and
strife of the battle, remove the evl-dences of the conflict and consider for
a moment what has been gained.
In the first place, putting aside all
considerations of material advantage,
New Mexicans are elated at being
accorded the same rights of govern- rment that are enjoyed elsewhere
throughout the union.
They have
long justly felt that they were as well
fitted to elect their own officers, to
have a voice in national affairs and
to govern themselves without supervision as any people in the union.
Secondly New Mexicans appreciate
what will accrue from having two sen
ators and a representative in the halls
of congress to ensure as just treat
ment In the matter of federal patron
age and appropriations as Is accorded
to the other states.
Then, if history will but repeat it
self in the case of New Mexico, the
coming of statehood will be followed
by an Influx of people and capital,
the rapid development of industries,
the - building of additional lines of
railroad, the opening of mines, the
widening of every avenue of prosper
ity. It la almost a truism that capital lacks confidence in a territory.
Conflict Is always carried on at great
of time, money and ener
v expenditure
gy, which tinder different conditions
might well be employed advantageous
ly elsewhere.
The sixty years' struggle has cost
New Mexico tremendously and she
has always been handicapped by un
ertainty. Not the least of the advantages to be gained lies in the
fact that the future is now assured.
For weal or for woe we must now
assume the responsibilities and accept the privileges of state govern- Einent. We have now before us the
Safk f carving out a future for New
jWxioo that will do her credit In the
Seys
the nation and offer scope
for the full development of all our
resources and the capabilities of our

yv
1

v

r

.people.

wun me uncertainty and strife
eliminated.
New Mexico with her
magnificent resources and advantages
must thrive and develop. She must
grow stronger in her newly acquired
strength. The! future must be for her
tweal and not for woe.
We have not yet laid the foundation stone of New Mexico's future

--

.

'
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greatness, but now with the opportunity given we must build wisely,
With enlarged
trongy and well.
opportunity1 tomes enlarged responsi-

bility. With the experience of nearly
fcaif ;aUmndred..tates-toguid us we
-
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TIIE STOCK MARKET AND
CONGRESS

)lHit

As soon as President TafJXyeto of
the democratic wool bill and the democratic free list bill became known in
New York stocks Jumped up.
f
It was the answer of
interests to the action of the president. It was a declaration that democratic tinkering with the tariff and
the threats of free trade, had been a
menace to business prosperity.
long as this menace r.emalnedi the
market was depressed. When 1$ was
removed, the depression also disappeared, and the market vbegan to revive.
What better, more convincing" comment could be made upon tbe., country's lack of confidence in; democratic
ability to deal intelligently" with
economic questifn&, asks the'' Denver Republican. What stronger in
dorsement of republican common
y
sense and clear understanding
of
business conditions could be asked?,
It is not surprising that the demo-:ira'tl-c

iiachehWS'J

d.'TOfR

resentatives is unable to legislate intelligently on the tariff. Eighty per
cent of the committee chairmanships
afef 'held by representatives j from
These men are
southern states.
planters, or lawyers or college professors. They are theoretical. They
know nothing about manufacturing
and very little about business of any
other kind.. They never see the
smoke of any industry within the
districts they! represent except Jit
be that which comes from "moonshine" still of an ordinary distillery.
They are utterly incapable of understanding the requirements of a successful manufacturing establishment
These are the men to whom the legislation of the present house of representatives' on the tariff has been
Intrusted, - They -cannot take & single
,

.
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CARE OF INFANTS IN HOT
WEATHER
:
A large part of the sickness among
Infants' in hot weather is due to in-

TODAY'S COMMERCIAL" AND1 FINANCIAL NEWS
-- Him

'

J

ii

sufficient cooling of the living, animal body. Dr. Henry D. Chapin of
KANSAS CITY LIVE &TOCK
New York, in a leading article in a re- NEW
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
YORK
STOCK EXCHANGE,
Kansas City, Aug. 21. CattleBe- cent number of The Journal of the
New York, Aug. 21. Foreign adChicago. Aug. 2L Cattle Receipts ceipts 22,000, including 300 southerns.
American Medical association,' em- vices
received this morning intimated 2,500. Market steady to 10 cents low- Market steady to 10 cents lower. Na-phasizes the Importance of cool, fresh that the British labor troubles had er. Beeves
$5.158.80; Texas steers tine steers $ 5.00 8. 00; southern
air for Infants during the summer taken a turn for
western steers $4.25
worse
and
the
this,
steers $3.95(55.50; southern cows and
$4.506.45;
months. He says, "Imagine an in
at
and feeders $3.15
with
uneasiness
stockers
together
heifers
6.75;
reported
$2.754.75; native cows and
on
in
a
a
hot
crib
fant
day lying
continental points over the Moroccan 3.60; cows and heifers $5.235.60; nelfers
2. 50(33. 75; stockers and
Air move
surrounded by curtains.
feeders $3.505.75; bulls $3.00
ment is stopped, and the atmosphere affair, provoked selling for European calves $8.008.75.
Market 4.50; calves $4.007.00; western
of
30,000.
Hogs Receipts
around the infant becomes so sat aocounts. Aside from the policy
5 to 10 cents higher.
$3.50
and
to
railroads
curtailment
which
the
Lights
steers $4. 40 7. 00; western cows
urated with water vapor from the
other corporations seemed to.be com- 7.95; mixed $7.207.95; heavy $7.05 $2.604.75.
evapored perspiration that no more
7.80; rough $7.057.30; good to
Hogs Receipts 500. Market 5 to 10
can evaporate, with the result that mitted home news had little market
the
choice
Influence
but
slackened
cents higher. Oulk of sales $7.35
heavy $7.307.80; pigs $7.55
Trading
tariff law.
the infant's cooling system breaks
o
7.60; heavy $7.407.55; packers and
down and vomiting and diarrhoea list manifested a further reactionary 7.60; bulk of sales $7.357.70.
Market butchers $7.357.65; lights $7.30
3
28,000.
Sheep Receipts
EXAMPLE
A GOOD
may ensue. As long as the air is not tendency. Union Pacific declining
saturated with vapor, but is in motion, points from which it later made slight weak. Native $2.353.80; western 7.65.
Bonds were steady. Reces $2.653.75; yearlings $3.755.2
10,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
The people of Enid, Okla., set a it is perfectly, feasible to be cool and recovery.
sions were made directly after the lambs, native $4.256.95: western steady to weak.
Muttons
or
is
$3.25
is
If
comfortable.
the
air
dry
when
other
day
good example the
4.00; lambs $5.757.00; rane wethmotion, it is capable of vaporizing opening with weakness most pronoun $4.757.05.
they held a great funeral and buried in
naronlroHnn
lint nhan an infant a ced in the Harrlman issues, which
ers and yearlings $3.255.40; range
distne
a big hammer, representing
ST. LOUIS WOOL
doubtless affected by the an- ewes
cord and contention which previously
Louis, 'Aug. 21. Wool Market
St
T ?nt
drastic
of
proposed
town.
The
r
people
prevailed in their
'2
Ca'fj
on tke .Union Pelclflc and firm; Territory and western mediums
NEW YORK MONEY
iu?8 hef
have resolved that henceforth there trouble invariably follows.
fine mediums 1718; fine
Pa-Is
to
'tTJon
oouthern
cases
in
Pacific
such
treatment
frioy
systems.
New
York,
Aug. 21. Phlme paper
The
hammer
shall be no knocking.
dollars 45; call
Mexican
is buried and there is nothing to all food temporarily, give the infants cific fell 3 points. Apart x from in- U15.
a bath to remove heat, keep them creased dullness no change came over
knock with.
money steady
NEW YORK METAL
during midday, prices
The hammer is too much in use. quiet and provide them with plenty of the market
on
fresh
the
New
fresh
air."
This
in
Aug. 21. Copper spot
York,
emphasis
of
fluctuating narrowly except
Enid, Okla.,
This was not true
Teacher Now, Johnny, suppose 1
12.30.
Leady steady,' 4.45 should borrow $100 from your fatner
alone. The hammer was employed air shall not be looked on as a hobby. case of Union Pacific which fell close 12. 12
4.60. Silver 52 .
and much loud knocking was heard Insufficient air means Incomplete to its low figure of the early session,
and should pay him $10 a month for
in many other places. It continues combustion. Air is as essential to but again made partial recovery. The
ten months, how much would T then
market closed heavy. Prices showed
to be so, and Enid s good example the infant as food.
ST. LOUIS SPELTER.
owe him?
some disposition to harden In the last
did not come any too soon.
St. Louis, Aug.
21. Lead,
weak
Johnny About $3 Interest Boston
under
Today with the struggle of more hour but not until Union Pacific had
established
Communities
6 00.
suelter
Transcript
steady
4.42;
good, natural conditions are held back than a half century at an end we feel aarain been oriven to its previous low
the indifference, as even the divine prayer requires, price of the day. The ground regainby the
the direct opposition of men' who but it may be a question whether those ed probably resulted in part from
would be benefited by progress, but who' forgive most freely are called short covering. An abrupt decline of
who are not willing to see anything upon to forget the perfidy of those over nine points In Texas Oil company
succeed which they had nothing to who trespass against the Interests and was the one feature of the final deal
do with. But they start nothing desires of a, whole people. Had It ing. Last sales were:
themselves. ' They neither do any- not been for her false friends New Amalgamated Copper
60
116
thing nor will they let anybody else Mexico would have been a state a year American Beet Sugar
do anything. They are the most vig ago. But happiiythe efforts of those Atchison
105
orous users of the hammer. To make who fought against us have come to Great Northern,
1244
pfd..
them see the error of their way is a naught.
104
New York Central
o
great thing. To induce them to join
119
Northern Pacific
as they did in Enid, in burying the
Score still another for President Reading
143
hammer and putting an end to knock Taft and the executive use of the Southern Pacific
112
ing is a grand achievement, and in veto
power. Notwthstanding
the Union Pacific
169
some places it seems almost Impos granting of statehood many a New United States Steel
71
sible.
Mexican would have failed to read United States Steel, pfd
11514
Los Angeles has, however, done hope Into the future had the democratwonders in preventing the use of the ic effort to lower the
duty on wool
knocker's hammer In that community. been successful.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
It never has been in use In Los AnAug. 21. Outside firmness
Chicago,
geles. Public sentiment frowns upon
Notwithstanding they were outnumit, and a knocker would soon find bered In both house and senate, the Influenced the local wheat market at
December opened
the
himself so unpopular that he would
regular republicans ' have succeeded V opening today.
at 94 to 95,
not dare continue the practice.
lower
to
higher
in redeeming their platform pledges
and on professional buying advanced
The result is; that Los Angeles con
statehood to New Mexand
to 95. September advanced to 91
tinues to grow at all times. Its peo- ico granting
without being forced to approve
but soon sold oft to 90. The
ple all work together. If one man so
a
doctrine as the recall early
dangerous
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the
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Aviation is passing through the in
evitable stage where the primitive
instinct of human nature which de
mands "thrills"
is receiving)
the
equally primitive response of those
willing to answer the appeal. As
melancholy as is the fact of so many
fatalities, the other fact still remains
that not only does the lure of peril
fascinate those who participate, but
that extraordinary risks are taken
for the sake of hearing the frenzied
It cannot
plaudits of the spectators.
be contended that mercenary motives
actuate the majority of aviators, for
many of them are financially inde
pendent of the rewards incidental to
these exhibitions. Many " of ' them
have frankly admitted, that the. very
them
danger of the sport draws
into it.
The action of the promoters of the
Chicago meet, In not discontinuing
It, for the day at least, after two
fliers had been killed, lias ' been de
nounced as "ferocious" and the dispatches announce that the crowds on
the succeeding days we're' largely in
creased in the evident
hope that
something "thrilling" i would take
place again. Such Incidents do not
reflect the greatest credit on human
nature. They are the debased survivals of the human instinct which
applauds daring. When that'Ifcstlnct
had its beginning, there was always a
victor and a vanquished and there always will be so long as men are will'
T '"
ing to dare.
j:
Ever since scientific invention en
able men to multiply their rate of
speed, the temptation to take large
risks has increased. Early In the development of the speed sports it wag
the bicycle, which claimed its ' vic
tims by the score. Soon the bicycle
became too "tame." Men conquered
it and sought new conquests. The
motor car and motor cycle were
wildly welcomed by the more daring
of the sportsmen and they have piled
up an appalling total of dead. Now
they arev getting too "tame" and aviation has the call. The air has claimed
its toll and the grim total is not yet
added up. Soon it may be something else, come other means of stilling that surviving instinct of braving danger on the one hand and of
seeing men brave it or fail on the
other. The world is passing through
the processes of evolution and until
this thirst and lure of danger has
been "avoluted" out of human nature the altars of sport will have
their sacrifices and there will be people to watch the immolation.

3rtSJ6fity

step, they cannot utter a single word
on the subject without disclosing j
their ignorance of practical business
methods and conditions. Seeing this,
the business interests were alarmed,
and justly so. There was no telling
what these marplots might do.
The feeling of relief which came
over the business world when It was
seen that the democratic blunderers
could pass none of their freak tariff
bills so Ions as the president's veto
stood in the way was reflected in the
advance In stocks. In the winter ses
sion the Democrats may try to play
their game over again; but the presi
dent's veto will still be there; and
the business world can rest assured
that it will be used to prevent any
radical revision of the Payne-Aldric-
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The Prescriptionist

Miss Clara Booth left yesterday afternoon for a visit to Nebraska.
' Miss Anna Martin, the
nurse, went
yesterday to Revere on a professional
trip.
J. C. Brown, an auditor of the Harvey system, Is stopping at the Caste-nan- a
for a day or so.
,
(
Mrs. D. R. Murray and daughter;
Miss Cornelia Murray, left this morning for El Porvenir on a week's vacation.
Miss Rachel Ward returned yesterday from El Paso, Amarillo and
Dallas, Tex., where she had been visiting.
J. H. Snead, after a trip of inspec
tion to his land east of town, left
this afternoon for his homo at Lin

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on'
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

,

,

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

coln, Neb.

Ptaoue Alain 3

LAS VEGAS ELKS
ARE GOING TO
GATE CITY
MEMBERS

OF

LOCAL

HERD

TO

PARTICIPATE IN DEDICATION
OF RATON CLUB HOUSE.

Las Vegas lodffe No. 408, B. P. O.
Elks ingoing to be represented by a
delegation of at least twelve members at the dedication on Wednesday
and Thursday of Raton's magnificent
new $25,000 club house.
Exalted
Ruler George H. Hunker of the local
lodge, will head the delegation, whicli
will leave here tomorrow night for
the Gate City, returning Friday afternoon.
The Ratoq Iks have made special
preparations to make the dedicatory
exercises worth attending, and all visiting members of the order will be
The main fea
royally entertained.
tures of the two days' program will
be a reception and banquet in the
new lodge home and an automobile
tour of Raton and the country adja-

cent

The Raton lodge expects to be host
to visiting Elks from Trinidad and
Walsenberg, besides Las Vegas.
"Now that you've" heard "my daugV
ter sing, what would you advise me
to do?"
"Well,' the music teacher replied,

"I hardily know. Don't you suppose
you could get her Interested in settlement work, or horseback riding, or
something like that?" Chicago Rec

"Did you ask father if you might
nave me?"
"Yes, darling."
"What did he say?"
"He said he would rather see you
borne to your grave."
"Oh, pshaw! Then we'll have to
take it up with mother personally."
Chicago

Record-Herald-

.

IHJELL&
Yes
This is Phone Main 35

Yes
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Dry

Cleaners

Yes
We Clean Anything

Yes
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We

I

will call and get the
Good-by- e

goods.

John Rudulph, Butch Jones, R,
and Dr. Ettling will leave
this week to taka charge pf Jjhja
sheep dip at Corazon.
Harry W. Kelly; left Saturday even
ing for Rowe, Albuquerque and other
southern points where he will spend
several days on business.
Mr. Gouldberg and family came In
today from Deadwood, S. D., on train
No. 1. They expect to be the guests
for some
of Mrs. Clara Heineman
time.
After spending Saturday and Sun
day with his mother and sister, R. G,
Head returned last evening to Lamy
to resume his work with a Santa Pe
engineering corps.
George A. Fleming left yesterday
on the United Land Company's car
for Chicago where he will spend a
short time on a combined business
and pleasure trip.
J. D. Hand returned Saturday evening from Washington, and left last
night for Santa Fe where he will attend the Scottish Rite ceremonials to
be held there this week.
W. C. StowelL night wire chief at
the Santa Fe offices, accompanied by
Mrs. Stowell and their son, leave tomorrow for a week's trip to Denver
and Glenwood Springs. Colo.
J. S. Keller, who has been em
ployed as a train dispatcher in the
local Santa Fe offices, left Sunday
afternoon for San Marcial, where he
will occupy a similar position.
Peter Nisson left yesterday afternoon for his old home at Port Clinton, O., where he will spend a month
or so ;vbjitinjj; relatives and renewing friendships of twenty years ago.
Mr. nnd .Mm Rtevn TTHfttelier of (bor
der, Mo.lrid their two children, who
are visiting at the home of W. Tf.
Stapp, spent yesterday at El Porvenir,
Mrs;- - Fletcher :s B Bister of Mrs. Stapp.
Sheriff Secundino Romero, Mrs. Romero and Mrs. Felipe Delgado, the
latter the mother of Probate Clerk Lorenzo Delgado, left this morning for
El Cuervo, ' where they will spend
ten days.
"Doc" H. S. Van Petten yesterday
journeyed- - to the Ancient City with
a party of local Masons, some of
whom expect to take the Scottish
"
Rite degree during the celebration
there this week.
Jose Felix Esqulbel, a member of
the Las Vegas' grant board and ex
county commissioner, was here today
from his home at San Geronlmo. He
was feeling jubilant over the state
hood victory.
J. V. Coombs, the evangelist, with
this wife and daughter, left yesterday
for Green Mountain Falls, Colo.,
where he will hold a revival meeting
in that city. From there Rev. Coombs
expects to go to Sallda, Colo.
Professor Rufus Mead, superintend
ent of the public schools of East
Las Vegas, has returned from his va
cation trip to Denver, and Is now
busy preparing for the opening of
school on September 4. Mrs. Mead
came home with him.
Mrs.J. W. Raynolds and her four
children left Sunday for Denver from
where they will go to their home at
Ombaha, Neb, Mrs. Raynolds and
children had been the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds on the
Boulevard and of friends in the Capital City for the greater part of this
Labble,
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These are the two large beautiful homes built
by the Mutual Improvement Company. Each
has eight rooms and bath with every modern
convenience. Will be' decorated and put in
repair for desirable tenants, Rent
Dollars per month.
Five
Forty

i
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CAMP.

TWO GAMES

HAND PAINTED CHINA

AT DAWSON

Pickard's--

PERRY, OHIO

semi-annu-

.........

"

e

one colld;
haye
more,s)grerui speeches
than iklonsfeur Blancj but when fjjie
essayed eemplMehts in- - English e
was not quite so successful.
"Have I changed in the five years
since we met In Paris?" asked an
elderly woman who desired above all
things to be thought younger, much
younger, than she was.
"Madame," said the courtier, his
hand on his heart, "you look like a
rose of twenty years-- " Youth's Companion.
tongue.-n-

o

i"

GEORGE A. FLEMING, Manager.

Captain So you want a Job on this
boat for the summer? Do you know
anything about the business?-- .
Applicant Yes, indeed. I sang nau-Jjcmelodies on the) college 'gee
club quartette for two years. Brook
,; '.'1'.
lyn Life.

'J

,

'

AGUA PURA COMPANY
..Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
of Which Have Made Las Vegas
;,.tiU. and Lasting Qualities

i

:'?.;-

,yr"

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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If it 'may be termed a science

The
Science of
Selling

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the
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IN OLD AGE YOUR SAVINGS

u1

may possibly be your only protection against want. And
the time to make those savings is now. Not next
. J .?. vear next month, or next week, but

! ;

First class work

Phone Main 357.

W

(!f"-lu?.-

Paper
Hanging

H. T. Davis

20e par 100
2So per 100 lbs.
30o por 100 tbo.
40e por 100 Ibo.
60o per 100

Capital Paid in

.th".-;-

ly given.

U.

2fi66 lbs. or More, Each Dollvory
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs, Each Dollvory
200 lb, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs
; 50 lbs. to
Each Delivery
Loss Than to lbs. Each Delivery

--

if ban

and best of materials is my
m otto. Estimates cheerful'

Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
the city during the summer months may have The Optic
sent to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
at the business office. The address can be changed as
often as desired. Subscribers should give the old address
when asking to have the paper sent to a new location.

BAIN WAOONS-BACI-

low the prevailing Washington fashion and learn golf. It was a dis
tressing time for the caddy. Striking
too low with his iron, the great man
made the dirt fly.
"What have I hit?'.' With infiniite
worn the boy replied, "De District
of Columbia," Sunset Magazine.

Subscribers

RETAIL PRICES

fol-

i

trail

fJoiicQ to

Algy I find that motoring agrees
with me much better than horseback
riding. look
Genevieve You
certainly
much better in an automobile than
Chicago
you do on horseback.
Tribune.

Frank Revell,

s

TAUPERT'S
JEWELER.
OPTICIAN
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The Maroons, Captain " 'Fisher In
command, and Orrin Blood occupying
the role of manager on the road, returned to Las Vegas this afternoon
from a week's trip, during which they
played four games, two at Raton and
two at Dawson with a record of one
game won and three lost.
After making a creditable showing
at Raton where they lost the first
game of the series by a score of 7 to
4 and won the second 8 to 6 the locals went down to defeat at Dawson
Saturday and Sunday losing the first
game 5 to 1 and yesterday's contest 12 to 2.
iListless playing at Dawson lost the
two games according to Captain
Fisher who says the boys didn't display their usual "pep" In either of
the contests. Sunday's game, especially, being a farce, owing to the
fact that two of the players, Kelly
and Nelson, because of insubordinawhile
tion, were not in the line-up- ,
Ellis was out of the game because of
another injury to his damaged ankle.
Kelly pitched Saturday's game and
should have won but for errors and
bone-heaplaying. Barr pitched yesterday for seven innings, and then retired because of indifferent support,
Chief Lockart going into the box. The
game was lost however, and Lockart
simply pitched the last two Innings to
end the agony as quickly as possible.
The management will hold a meeting tonight at which time drastic
steps will be taken toward those
players guilty of misconduct on the
trip. ,In fact Kelly already has been
released, he remaining in Raton,
while another player or two may get
the axe this evening.
Tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 at
Amusement park, the locals open a
three-gamseries with the Amarillo
Cowboys, the fastest baseball aggregation In northwest Texas. . The Cowboys played a tie game with Raton
yesterday the game being called at
the end of the fifth inning on account of rain with the score 0 to 0.
The two teams are playing tnere to,
day.
Injun Smith is scheduled to pitch
tomorrow's 'game and his brother will
do the receiving. For the visitors
Adams will be In the box and Hubbard behind the plate. A big crowd
is expected to attend the games and
the Maroons promise to make up for
the defeats at Raton and Dawson.

A dignified

-

Acknowledged the best

NEW MEXICO SHARPSHOOTERS MINERS REVENGED FOR DOUBLE
EXPECT TO MAKE FINE SHOW.
DEFEAT HERE; EARLIER IN
ING AT NATIONAL SHOOT.
THE SEASON

The rifle team, representing the
New Mexico National Guard, left yesterday afternoon for Camp Perry, O.,
where its members will participate In
the national shoot This year's team
is the best ever sent to the national
shoot and is expected to make a credible showing in the competitive
matches between teams representing
the militia organizations of the vari
ous states and territories and the
army and navy.
For almost three weeks the team
engaged in practice shooting on the
rifle range northwest of Las Vegas.
The guardsmen made an excellent
record on the range, advancing from
Class C, to Class B, in shooting
prowess. Those comprising the team
which left , yesterday In charge of
Colonel E. C. Abbott team captain,
Captain Norman L. King, team spotter, and Captain E. A. Lohman, team
coach, together with the records
made by each in the practice shooting, follow:
Name.
Pet
74.23
Captain Carlos VIerra
Private E. F. Coll
73.77
73.52
Sergeant G. A. Ried
73.36
Corporal M. J. Forbes
73.22
Sergeant E. J. Feemeter
73.37
Private N. Duke
Lieutenant M. G. Browne
71.06
Lieutenant J. H. McHughes ....70.80
69.99
Colonel Robert Smart
69.90
Corporal A. Williams
Artificer A. B. Cole
..69.35
69.04
Lieutenant Jacob Safford
66.61
Captain C. R. Echols
66.43
Lieutenant J. F. Newkirk
.62.74
A missionary who was making his Sergeant R. W. Enos
58.00
way through a backwoods region Sergeant F. West
came upon an old woman sitting outside the cabin. He entered upon a,
religious talk, and finally asked her MEETING TO LAUNCH
if she didn't know there was a day
of judgment coming.
HOSPITAL CAMPAIGN
"Why, no," said the old lady. "I
hadn't heard o that. Won't there
be more'n one day?"
LAS VEGAS WOMEN TO GATHER
"No, my friend; only one day;"
AT Y. M. C. A. TOMORROW
was the reply.
AFTERNOON.
"Well, then," she mused, "I don't
reckon I can get to go, for we're only
got one mule and John always has
Mrs. A. D. Higglns, president of the
to go everywhere first" National Las Vegas hospital board, announced
Monthly.
this morning that the meeting of the
ladies interested in the work of the
"I have seen some very remarkable hospital would be held tomorrow aft
whist hands," said one of the bridge ernoon at 2:30 o'clock in the Y. M.
fiends at a downtown club on Satur- C. A. reading rooms.
A program for the afternoon has
day. "But once, about four years ago,
I saw one man hold all thirteen been arranged for by the committee
in charge and a most interesting and
'
trumps."
time is promised. It is
"Why, that's not so extraordinary," profitable
to
start the meeting with a
proposed
two or three players broke In all at
musical program, after which talks
"
once, "that's happened lots of
"Hold on till I'm through. What will be made by different ladies prommade his hand remarkable is that inent in the work of the institution
the man who held it only took one and who are well prepared to explain
the whys and wherefores of the meettrick."
"
ing and to tell of the good work of
"Nonsense! What are you
"It's a fact. When he turned his the hospital.
Owing to the interest taken In the
partner's ace first time round his
work
by the ladies, it is expected that
and
threw
him
out
of
partner got up
cathe
window."
Cleveland
Plain the Y. M. C. A. will be filled to Its
pacity. Every lady Interested in the
Dealer.
progress of this worthy charitable institution is lnvjted to attend, and
toward assisting the
A Sunday passenger on a New Jer- thus lend her aid
hospital.
sey ferry boat studied out a complaint
sufficiently important to make the
Relying on a sure thing is a good
head of the ferry officials and his asto teach a man to be predescription
sistants take notice. She hunted up
for
the
unexpected.
pared
a deck hand and directed his attention ta the life preservers stored In
the deck ceiling.
"Just look at these things," she
said.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
"What's the matter with 'em?" he
Estimates
Furnished on All Rinds of
asked.
Job Work a Specialty.
Building
"Matter?" said sha "They're dirty.
Main 336.
Phone
Opposite Optlo
to
If
be
a
woman
washed.
They ought
with a nice summer dress on had to
put one of these dusty things on over
it, it would never be fit to wear
again." Philadelphia Ledger.

g

The Investment and Agency Corporation
M Real Estate, Loans, Fir? Insurance
Phone Main 40.'

ranch was in town this morning on
business. He returned to his ranch
on the afternoon train.
Dr. W. R. Tipton and family return Saturday night from a camping
trip on the Rio de la Casa where thty
have been for the last ten days.
Mrs. C. M. Blackwell, of Raton, and
her sister, Miss H. F. Browne, of Kansas City, who have been the guests
of their brother, M. W. Browne of this
city, returned to their respective
homes this afternoon.
Harry Haskell left on Sunday for
Santa Fe with a number of other loMr. Haskell expects to
cal Masons.
take the Scottish Rite degree while
in the Capital City, at the
reunion of that order.
Charles E. George, editor of The
Lawyer, banker of San Francisco and
one of the best known corporation
sind criminal defense lawyers on the
Pacific coast, is in Las Vegas for a
several days' visit on Important business.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Thlas who had
been the guests of their son Ed W.
Thias for the last few days, left today for their home in Indiana. They
expect to stop over for a few days
in Denver and Chicago on their way
back to the Hoosier state.
F. H. Pierce, trustee and supervising contractor of the Camfield Irrigation project, returned Saturday
evening from a trip to Denver. While
in Denver, Mr. Pierce conferred with
D. A. Camfield, who assured him that
with the advent of statehood, work
on the big Irrigation system north of
this city would be pushed with renewed vigor and completed as fast as
money and men could build It Within ninety days concrete work will be
started, as well as the construction of
the main outlet canal.
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FOR RENT
Numbers

noon to Estancia where he will be a
few days on Santa Fe business.
Dr. W. T. Brown of the Valmora

RIFLE TEAM ON MAROONS LOST

Mrs. H.JT. Ryan and Miss Marguerite bnfitSd returned Saturday ?fttim

!4

1207

visit
thA nmith Their tiArt hMn on
to Amarillo, Tex., and Clovis, N. M.
Mrs. G. A. Wheeler, wife cf the
station agent at Fulton, N. 81, was
In town shopping today.
H. J. Ryan went south this after-
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THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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offers to open an account with you with
dollar. It advises you to start at once.
v
you begin saving, the surer you
your old days will not be
in poverty and sorrow.
"

as little as one
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buyers, of all
Foley Kidney Pills are tonic a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Choi and
reBlua Ribbon.
also
boxes, iwled
liniment
out
This
maturation.
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders' of the
in action, quick In results a good era and Diarrhoea Remedy. It is al
mum i
iVronlKt.
and
muscles
AikfncOIlM irrTrRS'
'
best markets!
Subscribers desiring address chang friend to the Working man or woman most certain to be needed before the lieves soreness of the
DIAMOND HKAMt PILIA. roc Sl
all
yen koown u Best, sunt, Almn KdMbM
ed please state both the old and the who suffers from kidney pills. O. Q. summer is over. This remedy has no rheumatic pains. For sale by
"V
f Sf&D St DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE new address.
superior. For sale by all druggists.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

15he Optic

COLUMN

Estray Advertisement
Notice ts hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken op by
Guillermo Salaz, Santa Rosa, N. M.
t:
One red stallion, 2 or 3
years old, 400 lbs.
Branded
m
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to luk
Beard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Sept 8, 1911, said date being 10
day after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
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NOTtCK

li

frtmitni on cola avenue beglnnlni
v

at altey h S3, 23, 24, 25, Mm Mattie Green, Dillon, $20 each; lots 4, 6, Herbert W. 28, 29, 20, Investment ft Agency cor
tween Sixth and Seventh tr !, and $20 each; lota 26, 27, 28, Fletcher E. Brown, $20 each; lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones poration. $20 each; lots 31, 82, and
.. i
Vi
Fourth run n In thence east' for 43 foot, It, U, KurUnd, $20 each; rear 25 feet of lots $20 each; lots 8, 9, F. O. Blood, $20 south half of S3, E. O. Thomas, $50;
WHEREAS, by resolution
atod
Coors, $33.80; lot O, sulMllvliilon Ot 1, 2, fronting 25 feet on Washington each; lots 10, 11, E. L. Goff, $20 each; lots 34, 35, and north half of S3. W.
City
of record, tba U'.y Council of U
I ft, 18,
M !'
lota 12, 13, 14, 15, 16. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, E. Robertson, $50; lota D, E, F, Mart
' "W i V r- lots 7, 8, 9. 10, 11, 13, frouting 60 f
vnuo, Charles IL Stevenson, $20.
ii
r fit il t.nHH !tlo Of on north aide ot Lincoln avenua, A. 11.
i,. i.
Itlock 38; lota 1, 2, 3, 4, Florenoe H. 22, 23, Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; and Aurella M. Baca, $20 each .
i It to be Beceaaary ud prwrwr. la
SI. A. Cfvw, t""
w
Sec. 16. The following
described
.
.
Iliirrls, $40; lot B, being autxIlvUtoa 8trns. $20 each; lots 5, 6, 7, 8. F. H. lots 24, 25, E. G. Murpheyy, $20 each;
tstr
tb opinion or the
?.ii
i S, il. 1
Vt.
Mar- - of lou 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. fronilns 60 frail. $20 eacn; lota 9, 10, 11, 12, Mary lots 26. 27. 28, 29, 30. 31, Trinidad G. pieces of land
la have constructed and maiauiswd
are assessed ths
Tr
,i
M
l.rti firt on north side of Ltnooln avenue, L Davis. $20 each; lots 13. 14, George de Baca, $20 each; lots 32, 33, Frank amounts herein designated:
?M-hJ.i.. -r
i
U. h,
s
f f'; ft. .Untiary ODtio Publishing Co., $40; lot A,
A piece of land m Block 2 of the
Lai erlnapwtloBcrfthaidCayrf
H, Vv
Arnot, $20 each; lot 15, 16, 17. F. S. Roy, $20 each; lots 34, 35, 36, C.
wtica U decr:4 a fcC-- 1
Vega,
' .A
Ni
M.
Vk "is. .
.'
if..- '..A
$20 each; lots 37, 38, heirs
and Harrold addition and comsubdivision of lots 7, 8, B, 10, 11, Brush. $20 each; lots 18, 19, 20, H. J.
i,
U.
;
11e of Mueller, $20 each; lots 21, 22. 23, 24, of F. B. January, $20 each ; lots 39, prising lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18, 14,
tVA
, Mi M, f, it, 12, fronting 50 feet on north
H
.
.
1a
).
.
s
tlitm. Lincoln avenue, Nathaniel Fetnnan, J C. & Marvlna Johnson, $20 each; 40, Mrs. J. A. Patterson, $20 each; IE, 16, 23, 24. 25, 26, 27. 28, 29, 30, tJ,
The BBla Eae of C AMfiiMBw
i,.,4 T.
j..
'
:
x
ifT?v, ?nf'
A
H. "s,
jiuiy
oeU and Santa F
HO; lota 13, 14, Carta Wlegand. $20 lots 25, 26, 27, 28, and 34 feet on rear lots 41, 42, Ethel M. Bowen. $20 each. 32, thereof and fronting 300 feet oa
W.
Vv
fw.
.
li;
on the east; UaooUi
It
, R,
nach: lot 15. Peter Roth. $20: lot 16. of lota 27. 28, which latter faces Wash- - Block 5; lot 1, Adolph Teltle-hau- Friedman avenue, St Anthony's San-tafi "
v J. M. Cunningham, $20; lota 17. 18, Intgon avenue, Mrs. Evallne C. Ben
V ul'-lum, $240.
'
t f"'
itreet oa the SootI; a S3
$20; lot 2 Tranquilino Gonza!
,,
ia
fv. , - viA piece of land on the east side of
vvw w
Hi 7, A, O, Wheeler, $20 each; lota 19, 20, jamin. $107.20.
line from tie easea- c u
f on
les 20; lots 3, 4, Carrie Belle
vwt,
i
ikpH
?(f xti; Mm. M. J. Reilly. $43.20:
lot 21,
v
of Tenth sawt aai
Block 39, lota 1, 2, 3, Frank Sprin Vogt, $20 each; lots 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, Mrs. naiuoaa avenue ana oounaea on tr.e
yv Mv
)
jivm
in, 111, 17, U, heir of F. B. January. $18; lot 22, ger, $20 each; kt 4, 5, 6. Atchison, Trinidad & de Baca, $20 each; lots 28 north by Main avenue and extending
nenue, thenoe north to CtatsnSaa
r
wV,
OiBEia atva.ii. yjwvOt U'. Vv v , -V,
,
Nftilinl yomi. M,- Mrs. Pauline Graaf. $18: lot 23 front- Topeka & Santa Fe railway Co., $20 29, 30, Browne & Manzanares Co., $20 thence 150 feet south, Atchison,
Bue; thence alo&
fys.t,,
8 Inch- In
. 4, S. VX.
,
& Santa Fe Railway Co., $120.
i.itt
25 feet, Chris Wlegand. $20; lot each; lots 7, 8, Wm. P. Mills, $20 each; each; lots 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, C. D.
,
fi
east to Eighth street; lhco- ii.w
v'
?f
vift 'Rn'fv
fwtitlnn 24, fronting 40 feet on Sixth street, lots 9, 10, Mrs. Laura F. Blood, $20 Boucher, $20 each; lots 41, 42, Ed San- - A piece of land lying on the east
arenoe: tt5a.va.lVs,"Vlt
,
w Raroolds
tr, iWirrjr
;
V,.?". Wmt Wnkh
""'It IL f)lny, Chris Wlegand, $32.
on Raynolda arensje to SfcrA
each; lots 11, 12, 13. 14, F. H. Pierce ner $20 each; lot5, Juan Sandoval, $20, side of jtiailroad avenue and hounded
8S ,S'
. Jk ftvWt fft
Block 11: lota 1. 2. J. K. Martin, $20 each; lots D. E. F, fronting 75
flffc'w
thence aonUt to Baca avcaaa; Osw
8.
Sec. 12. The tots and pieces of land on the south by Lincoln avenue ant
5T.
V Vv'l.Trw,
rwarti jIMju.J
9 whJ tJw fol 120 each: tots 3. 4. Jacob Kenestrlck feet on Columbia avenue, Mrs. Otto
thence north a distance of
east along Baca aTenae
H
Mft'Vi'Hin
the Ilfeld & Baca addition are as extending
Sl
known $20 each; lot 5, Mrs. Rosana Kenes- Grimm, $60; lots A. B. C, fronting
il. Ma. A. X VJhaWra, W; W
T
t
825 feet, Atchison, Topeka & Santa
tiwrtvi Mivl?!.'h
ttreet; thence In a line
sessed
as
follows
10. It, trfck, $20; lots 6. 9, 10, 11. 12, Tnomas 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Ed S.
Fe Railway Co., $660.
!Wr.rr
s
tween Baca and Washington
M(:: W
:1f i(,llvll'i f
V
v M' M MlflWt M O, frontlnfl; ffmrtor. 120 each: lota 7. 8. M. L. Ooo- - Lewis, $60; lots 19, 20, 21, 22, Laura $20Block 2, lots 51, 2, 3, 4, M. L. Cooley
of land bounded on ths
A
from Fourth street to Grand atvao; Mr. U U.
p. tf
lots
7,
,6,
each;
Mary'L. Davis, north piece
Main avenue, on the east by
$20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 1, D. C. C. Wltten, $20 each; lots 23, 24, The $20
AfiniM
by
y,
thence on uameia aTenuo id
lv.
vwrv, iwimsinsi woniwn,
J.
10.
William
each; lots 8, 9,
1.4 ttcoiiwutod an 1. fronts Winters, $20 each; lots 17. 18, M. L. Mutual Improvement
Grand avenue, and on the west by
Co., $20 e&ch;
f
.tsbwr
main Hne of the Atchison.
is. rs,
$20 each; lots 11, 12, E. V. Hart Fifth
A
aswvftafc'wi.
of nmnd and Na-- nnoW. 120 each: lot 19. Mm M. J. lot. s25, 26, Mrs. Katherlne EarlckBon, Mills,
aw
VM.
S&nta Fe Railway company on th
street, fronting 75 feet on
$20 each; lots A3, 14, 15, 16, L. E.
U.
Crand avenue, Archbishop J. B. Pt-$.2f; Kv $V
McDonald, 20; lota 20. 21, Investment $20 each; lots 27, 28, Mrs. Anna M.
i r.
east,
Trainer, $20 each; lots 17, 18, Mrs. taval, $60.
on Grand A Agency corporation, $20 each; lot Shout, $20 each.
wv.i
.vHnf !9
Hattle L. Thompson and R. J. Taupert
X
23, heirs
lot
NV
Clarence
M.
WHEREAS, the said City touna
Block
22.
Atkins.
$20:
E.
40,
1,
2,
lots
A piece of land on the northwest
Barah
Iden,
rrtai
j.
$20 each; lots 19, 20, Daniel Stern,
on
75
feet
Mrs.
the
24,
Agua
taa elected that the whole of the
lots
Nellie
3,
4,
lot
6,
$20
corner of Main avenue and Eighth
4.
B.
frontln
$20;
of
each;
F.
January.
S,
$20
each.
st of aaid construction shall be as
rwws Mr ItuUla Rosenthal, Bum, Co. of Las Vegas. 20; tne50 soutn Schaefer, $20 each; lots 6, 7, A, O. Block 3; lota 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. B. F. For street and fronting 58.2 feet on north
feet Wheeler, $2 each; lots 8, 9, 10, A. A.
aw of lot 24. fronting
sessed against the VoU and pieoea of era TnV "r e A lM XwvM!mV
side of Main avenue, Mrs. Marie Hay
C. Benjamin, $20
fend situate In said portion ot we lor
t
1. 1 S. I. 3. Murphy,. on Seventh street beginning at the Jones, $20 each; lot 11, Alice R. Long sythe and Evallne
r!M!
mvv
$46,56.
ST,
$v,aJivsi!r
a
.
...
SaA
abut-tin- e
lots 6, 7, Mrs. Emma F. Tamme, ward,
..!
t.vt i. varo uarauno,
a
A piece of land on the north side of
oh
roan asvf!MB. ire
iu.- alley between Lincoln ana wkim $20; lot 12, C. H. Schlnner, $20; lots each;
city or In said sewer district and
$20
lots
Bachar8,
9,
Simon
10,
each;
so
Coror
$40.
on the line of said sewer,
i
Isnd fror.Ur? fl
Hh
rnwrwflnt ft Agency
avenue, heirs of F. B. January. Ret-ne- r 13, 14, Alice R, Long, $20 each; the ach, $20 eaoh; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, W. Main avenue beginning 68.2 feet from
R,
west one half of lots 15, Is, 17. 18, 19,
near thereto as to be. In the opinion National axvw. rKff
ioh! lots 7, 8, Mrs. E.
the N. W. corner of Main avenue and
tvwf
Block 12, lots 1. 2. 3. 4. Emma
.,1.... irt
vy
R.
$20 each; lots 15, 18, 17,
benefited feot of Km ST. SS, R. N', VttA,
of the said City Council,
street and extending themes
$20 oach; Jots 9. 10,
and J. M. Turnbull. $20 each; lots 20, fronting 75 feet on Columbia ave 18, Tipton,
Eighth
lonwt
lots
Jessie
E.
Haydon, $20 each;
thereof:
$20 each; nue, B. S. Cowan, $60; the east half
86.2 feet west, Chas.
F. Hummel,
PlocX 2. U?. 1. S. A.
by the construction
, Bertie Q. Jameson,
5,
ywnvi,
'f
lwM
Mae Henry, $20. each.
And whereas, the saia city iounc $?0 ioh: U- - S, 4, Mr. ttwM Kwn-thai- ,
$20; lota 1Z. 13, lota 7, 8, Las Vegas Town Co., $20 of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, fronting 19, zo, 13.
168.98.
Trftrfbaum,
Sec.
The lots and pieces of A
20 ech; lot 1R, each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12. 13, 14, I C. 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Sophie
piece of land on the north side
has ordained,
$9 ea-h- : k S, , ?, $80 oS Mw r.
17- 18. D. Molse, $60; lots 21, 22, Sadie S. land in the Elston addition are assess of Main avenue,
16
lot 8, fronting W fct ti Oraad
beginning at a point
T. Kline, I2:
Bfeld, $20 each; lots 15. 16, 17,
ed
as
follows:
lot
144.4 feet from the N. W. corner of
Sec. 1. That each of the following nue. Lrdla M. MXair and CVwwt!
MoClanahan, $20 each; lots 23, 24, E. Lot 1,
fwr.Mn Pfl foot on Railroad avenue, lias Vegas Town Co., $20 each;
40.5
on
Seventh
feet
fronting
18, 19, front 19. Mrs. Mattie S. Green, $20; lots 20, E. W. Layton, $20 each; lots 25 ,26,
Main avenue and Eighth street and
ts and pieces of land abuts on the L. Parsona, US; lota , Id, 11, 12,
f,irii1. J40: lots avenue
on
and a 21, Alfred Nolette, $20 each; lots 23, Norman and Jean G. SWnner.
$20 street, lot 38, fronting 40.5 feet
t ing W f
thence 51.5 west, Lizzie T.
M. McXair and Vntano
e of the said sewer to be construct-I- n dia
" National
extending
Co.
Sixth
Southwestern
street,
Realty
$20
$41.20.
Carpenter,
the said portion or district of Parsons. $10 each; lots IS, 14, 15, 1.
24, A. O. U. W. R. E. & I., $20 each. each; lots 27, 28, A. J. Werts,
$64.80; lots 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
A piece of land on the north elds'
on Uln
Ren. B. The lots and pieces of land each,
avonue. Soneoa T .Kline $40
,e City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, fronting 100 f
rod
1?, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 37, Southwest
28.
is so near to the line of the saia Archblshon J. TV nrarsl, S(; a il
in the Blandhard & Co's addition are Block 50; lots A. B. subdivision of ern Realty Co., $20 each; north one of Main avenue beginning at the InterMs SO, SI. !2. 23, 24, 25. 26, 27. rear
or Flfln
section of "Main and National avenues
t d
17, 18, 19, 20, heirs of Mrs. S. C. Gale,
as to be. in the opinion of the of land on the
Kato WHKht, $20 each: the on assessed as follows:
half of lot 25, Southwestern Rea'ty and
fronting 75 feet
running thence east 751.4 feet
Kid City Council, benefited by the street besrinning at the al1y fcotwwn
Block 5. lots 1, 2. 3, Mane seuar- $40; lots C. D. E., same subdivision, Co., $10; lots B. C. Mae Henry,
New
Mexico
Normal
struction thereof, and each ana Main and National arenuos and front-- National nwnno, Knte wngnt. nu Bullard, $20 each: lots 4. 5, 6. Terrl- Amhroslo Sandoval, $60; lot F, same $20
University,
M.
Mrs.
A.
Anna
lots
19,
each;
$601.12.
subdivision, unknown, $20; lots A. B.
of New Mexico. zu
ry one tnereoi is tinereiore ueruv - ine R0 feet south from Mid alloy, Mr lot 30 Mr. M. SOU, zv;
tory
D.
E.
lots
F., George
Jno. A A. Jones, $20; lot 8, unknown, $20; subdivision of lots 21, 22, Margaret Shout, $20 eaoh;
A piece of land on the west side of
t tossed the amount heselnafter de- Hulda Rosenthal. $40; lots 17. IS.Al F. Ka Vrlcht. $20 each, lot 33.
A. Fleming, $20 each; lots 20, 21, Fwd
street extending 60.4 feet
Eighth
$20; lot 34, First Nation- lots 9, 10, First National Bank of Las Burns, $40; lot C, same subdivision,
O Blood. $20 each: lota 19. SO,
B:iiated, such amount being the
Rohosser.
J
$20 each; lots 22, 23, 24, north from
the alley between Nation
frontfoot share of each ot Levy. $20 each; lota 51. 52. 2S. Clin-to- n al hank of Us Vegas, $20; lota 35, Vegas, $20 each; lots 11, 12, Monte-flor- Feilclta Townsley, $20; lot D, same Westerman,
25, 26, 27, Mutual
Co., al and Grand avenues, N. Fontaine,
A. Browning, $20 each.
ni fc lots and pieces of land of the
3d S7 8S, S. Colvln. $20 each.
Congregation. $20 each; lots 13, subdivision, Mrs. J. B. Logan, $20; lot $20 each; lots 28, Improvement
H.
F.
29,
Clark,
lots
$40.32.
toll cost of constructing the said Block 21, south 120 feet of lots 1,
E, same subdivision, unknown, $20.
Block 3 lot 1, Adolph Teltlehaum, 14 15, 16, R. B. Rice, $20 each;
$20
lots 30, 31, 32, J. H. York,
$20
lots
A piece of land on the west side
Sec. 9. The lots and pieces of land $20 each;
JM- - lots 2. 3, Mrs.O. M. Roberts.
lefer within the portion or district 3 fronting 75 feet on Main avonw.
17, 18, Alice H. Rice, $20 each;
33.
34.
35.
south
lots
each:
and
of Eighth street beginning at a point
4. Adolph Teltlenaum.
Ihe said city above described.
19 20, 21, Joseph Wight, $20 each; in the Rledlinger addition are assess half
$f,0; the north 40 feet of lots 1, 5. 3. each-lo- t
M.
M.
$70.
of
lot
36,
Padgett,
50.4 feet from the
between Na
40 feet, on Fifth street. Mrs. lots 5. 6. Vldol Snlazar, $20 each; lot lots 22, 23, 24, C. W. Hill, Jr., $20 each. ed as follows:
Sec 14. The lots and pieces of tional and Grand alley
f fee. 2. The lots and pieces of fronting
avenues and ex$32: lots 4, E, 6. Knte Wright, $20; lots 7. 8, 9, AlexLots
1, 2, 3, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal land
6. The lots and pieces of land
Hulda
Rosenthal,
See.
in the Buena Vista addition are tending thenee north 60.8 feet J.
ail in the Lopez or Zion Hill addi Mrs. Jeanette C. Rlchler. $23
ander McKlroy. $20 each: lots 10. 11, In the Lucero addition are assessed $20 each: lots 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, J. C. assessed as follows:
lie I are assessed as folio we:
M. Bentley, $40.32.
6. 7. 8. Mrs. O. B. WlUinms, $20 12. VIotorino Aheytla. $20 each; lot us follows:
$20 each; lots 9, 10,11,12,13,
lots
Schlott,
Block 43, lots 6, 7, Dove Wilson and
! I lock 13
A; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, ownwl each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12. Mrs. O. B. Wil 13 Genoveva Valdez. $20; lots 14, 15,
A piece of land on the southwest
Block 1, lot 1, Thos. F. Clay, $20; 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, W. E. Crltes, $20 Esther Robbins, $20 each; lots 8,, 9,
feelden
lot
6,
ky
& Mills, $20 each;
liams and Mary Frances Jones, .u 16 17 18, 19. J. V. Grlswold, $20 each. lots 2, 3, C V. Hedgcock, $20 each; each: lots 19, 20, 21, Anna E. Mayer, J. C. & Marvlna Johnsen, $20 each; corner of National avenue and Eighth
lot
led by Mrs.
Danziger, $20;
street fronting 75 feet on Eighth
Block 33.; Iota 1, 2, Rokeby Realty lot 4, Emma E. Raywood, fronting 30 $20 each; lots 22, Chas. Mayer, $20;
each: lots 13 ,14. 15, 16, H. J. Ryan.
13. 14, A. H. Whit-more- ,
10
fwned by Mrs. Minnie Clay, $20; 20 each: lots 17. IS. Hortense A. Co., $20 each; lot 3, H. J. Franklin feet, $24; lots 5, 6, fronting 37 feet, lots 23, 24, Mrs. I D. Coleman Rus lots 10, 11, 12, lots
street, First Methodist Episcopal
R.
P.
15, 16, 17,
$20 each;
Ilk
Hous-tiwest 12 feet of lot 21, owned by Rwbv, $20 each: lots 13. 20. Lydla M.
$60.
church,
lot designated as sell, $20 each; lots 25, 26, unknown,
4. 7, 8, 9. 10, Lydla J.
$29.60:
Ilfeld
lots
Chas.
$018
half
and south
Page, $20 each; lot
ft
Minnie E. Clay, $9.60; lota 21, McNalr. $20 each: lots 21. 22. 23, 24.
A piece of land beginning at a
5. 6. Adolph Teltle- - 0 fronting 60 feet on National ave- - $20 each.
lots
of tot 19, Mrs. Louisa R. Layton, $30;
MatlnTI.
12,
!3, 24, owned by American Chris-1119.3 feet from the southwest
Sec. 10. The lots and pieces of land north half of lot 19 and all
w. wiuo
north 50 feet fronting on Fifth street, hfln'm."$20 each: lots 11. 12,'heirs of nue rrom tne. in.t trr
of lot 20, point
corner of National avenue and Eighth
Missionary society, $20 each.
C. Koeble $40; middle 50 feet Louis Ransom. $20 each: lots 13. 14. al and Eighth. Bessie Cavanaugh. $48. In the Pablo Baca addition are assessHelen
Frank Peppard, $30; lots 21, 22. 23, street and
A. A.
8
thence west 40
ot same lots fronting on Fifth street, Mrs Tu Butler. $20 each: lots la, m. Block 2; lots 7, 8. Jos. M. sunoi. ed as follows;
pek 14, lots 1,a 2, ownedof by
Mrs. L. D. Coleman Russell, $20 each feet on southfronting
to
land on O W. Hereford
side of National avenue,
of
lot
50
is, $20 each;
piece
$20:
feet
each.
42.5
A.
south
C
A.
$20
9.
Block
lots
Sena,
9n
G. Brown,
$40;
feet,
,,oh; lot
B;
fronting
Joseph
Mrs.
6.
R,
7,
Block
be-ilots
Flint,
44,
i
to west side of Seventh street,
Goke, $32.
same lots, fronting on Fifth street.
34; lots 11. 12. I. K. Lewis, 10. Mrs. A. A. Sena. $20: lot 11. Mrs. Mrs. Mattie Green, $34; lot 1, front- $20 each
lots 8, 9, 10, 11, H. G. Coors Henry
A piece of land beginning at a point
lug at the alley between Main Felix Stirauss, $40.
13. fihiloh Colored Bap Lilly S. Hodsort. $20: lots 12. 13. 14. ing 50 feet, Mrs. Mattie Green, $40; $20 each; lots 12, 13, 14, Emma Ad- lot
each:
t?ft
hi
Douglas avenues and fronting 44
Rlock 22. lot 5. Heirs of H. V. tist church, $20; lot 14. Unknown, 15, 16. 17. 18, 19, 20. 21. J. S. Kaynoias lots 2, 3, 4, Mateo Lujan $20 each; lcn, $20 each; the west 84 feet of lots 159.3 feet from the southwest corner
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12 Eliza J. McAllister, $20 each; sub- Brash, $32: piece of land fronting 40 division of lots 15, 16,. 17. 18, fronting lots 23, 24, J. B. Floyd, $20 each; lots 11, 12, 15, 16, Valerlo Baca, $20 each; B., 1I1L to bring suit la the District
ert 50 feet or i.of lots 13. 14, fronting 142 ieet on west side of Sixth street be 50 feet on Columbia avenue, F. J. 2S, 26, E. Toomay, $20 each; lots 27, lots 13, 14, 19, Flladelfo Baca, $20 Court baring Jurlsdictioa aoeording t
imm division
of the Las Vegas
avenue beginning at ginning at corner of Sixth and Lincoln Wesner, $40; lot 19 and so. one half 28, Dove Wilson, $20 each; lots 29. 30, each; lot A, Flladelfo Baca and Mi
National
tee
m
f ,and
law,1 to review the action ef the said
4(1
north
ost it-- Lewis.
.ma nf the northwest corner of National ave and running thence
0f lot 20. Dove Wilson and Esther fronting 46.9 feet. Employees Savings guel Baca,$20; lots B. C 36, 37, 38, Mrs.
Roland
of
20
G.
$37.52.
Mrs.
G.
H.
timaa
$20
F.
Coors, $32; piece
de Baca,
each; lots 24, 25, City Council.'
Robbins $30; north one half of lot
nue and Fourtii street,
feet,
& Building association,
CHAS. TAMMst Ofy Clerk.
cnas. senthal, $113.60; the east 63 feet 4 fronting 42 feet on north side ot Lin - 'ana arj of 21. L. G. Calhoun, $30; lots
Block 4, Tots 1, 2, 3. Mrs. Julia S. 26, 27, F. S. Oswalt, $20 each; lots
wugias avenue
t
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Always get the best
barber shop.

LOCAL NEWS

Our Premium Tickets

Isn't that draft

'beer

IKE DAVIS

Extra carriage to Harvey's tomorrow morning. Room for five: Leave
orders at' Mufphey's.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
Do not forget the lawn social at the
on
rels
bar.
Methodist
the
Episcopal church tomorfine at the

Opera Bart

Are given with all cash purchases and with all bills
paid weekly.
They represent a good clear discount on the
very lowest market prices and the fact that they are
today more popular w"jth our customers than when
is the best evifirst issued, EIGHT YEA&5
dence of their value.
We will be pleased to have you call and earn
the particulars.

at Nolette's

qu.

Hot lunch every morning
o'clock at the Opera Bar.

at

10

Roast lamb or roast beet, lemon ice
cream at the, White Kitchen for supper.
T

tV

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Dr. P. R. Lord has leased the concrete block house on Fifth street and
will soon move to It from his present
residence on Seventh street,

row evening. Cake and sherbet will
Lost, on Mora Road, pocket book, be served for 15 cents.
Return
containing $5.00 and keys.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
keys to Optic office and keep motiay
Methodist church will give a social
for your trouble.
on the church lawn tomorrow evenSpecial sale on Cluett shirts, any ing beginning at 7:30. Everybody ini
shirt in the bouse worth $1.60 and vited,
V
$1.75, for $1.15. $1.25 values for 95c.
Three former Santa Fe brakemen,
See our window and you will know
your exact wants at Taichert's, Doug- Messrs. Burton, Burnett and Henlas avenue.
dricks, left for El Paso yesterday
where they expect to work on some
Robert Vasse, Cecil Boucher, lee southern road.
Glrard, John Condon, Miss Mary
at
Ooors, Miss Frances Helfrich, Miee
Baseball tomorrow afternoon
Mavs.
Burns
and
Miss
Amarillo
Amusement
Helen
Andrey
Kelly
park.
made up one ot the numerous picnio roons. Game called at 3:30 o'clock,
This is the opening contest of a Jhree.
parties that went up the canyon

Alfred J. Brown, a pedestrian
1
game series"
walking around the world for
$10,000, Is due to arrive
a wag""
"Curfew Shall Not Ring Tonight,"
Attractive programs, which have
In Las yegfls tomorrow, coming here
mer
but
a
reason
ii
the
.the
good one;
city been liberally patronized by the
from Raton. He J9 on
way t0 the hall
. advetlrsing
a
taken
two
without
who
Some
bell
have
chants
being
coast,
months ago the fire boys purchased space in them, havfl been printed for
from a Chicago foundry a new bell the benefit play "Wednesday night for
There will be a dress rehearsal ot
which was supposed to be the very the baseball tvam, thus evidencing the
the benegit play, "Bachelor's Hill," at
best at any prlee, but not being up to interest of ja.a Vegas baseball fans in
the opera house tonight and tomorstandard of the old one they took the Maroons.
the
row, at which time the finishing
down
this morning. However, the
it
touches will be put on the east and
from which the bell was
company
Manager John .H. York of the
final arrangements for the production
is reliable, and has already
bought
has received a letter from the
made.
shipped a new bell to take the place, manager of the Pueblo baseball ag
of the defective one. It is expected gregation in which the latter states
Don't forget the ball games at to
arrive in the next few daysv
that the Pueblo boys are very des'rous
Amusement park on Tuesday,
of securing dates for some Saturday
The cowboy
and Thursday.
rehas
The
Carnegie
library
and
Sunday in the near fture. The
team from Amarillo, Texas, will be
ceived two handsome volumes of the Pueblo team plays tip-toball and
the opponent of the Maroons and
ot New Mexico," with the
York will likely arrange for
Manager
from all Indications the games will "History
compliments of the author, Colonel the games.
be hotly contested.
R. E. Twitchell.
The volume which
was published but recently, is one
Miss Lacy Lancaster of, this city
Miguel Ortiz, accused of stealing a
of the clearest and most complete was united in
marriage to Lecare
colt, was arraigned this morning be- histories ever
published of this terri Smith ot Philadelphia at Bernalillo,
fore Justice of the Peace Felipe Baca
tory and consequently very much in
y Garcia and held to the grand jury demand. Already the requests for N. M., August 9th. The bride Is a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Lancasin the sum of $250 bond. He furnish
copies are numerous and at the pres ter of this city; while the groom is a
was
bond
and
from
released
ed the
ent rate of disposal the present edi traveling salesman, with headquar
custody.
tion will soon be exhausted. The vol ters in
Philadelphia, where the couple
ume will be a valuable addition to will reside. Mrs. Smith is now on a
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. J. van the
public library and Colonel Twitch visit to her parents Tiere, but will
Houten, of Raton, are the recipients ell's gift Is much appreciated.
leave in tbe near future for Phila
of postal cards from them mailed
delphia.
from Holland. The van Houtens are
The ibeautiful weather ot yesterday
now m tne 01a country on an excoaxed many persons into the moun
NEW ALTITUDE RECORD
tended visit and are enjoying the tains to
enjoy the brisk) air of higher
Chicago,
Aug. 21. The world's of
and
beautiful
of
the
scenery
quaint
un and the bountiful fishing of the ficial record
for altitude for aero
mainland.
upper canyons. Today many tales of planes was
hanging In the bal
again
wonderful catches were the talk of en ance
when the nine-da- y
last
night
The GayloisKiefer land car, together vious
anglers. The largest catch of meet of the International Aviation as
with several prospective purchasers
was made by Lee Glrard, fa sociation closed. Lincoln
the
day
of mesa lands, left yesterday in
Beachey, in
mous at a local fisherman. The re a Curtlss
machine, after an hour aloft,
return to Chicago. The party had
is that this young gentleman out of
sight of the spectators,
been here three days viewing farm port
such a string ot fish that be ed to earth and an unofficial
reading
land adjacent to the city, most of the caught
fore the high point on the scenic high of the
indicated that the
time being spent at Mishawaka, eighwas reaohed it "was necessary 10 machine barograph
2
had reached a height of
teen miles east on the mesa. The way
and
one
of
friends
his
double up with
feet. Ordinarily this is subject to
visitors were favorably impressed with
use a team to pull the catch to town. a
change of about 200 feet either up
the growing crops.
Glrard's friends today enjoyed deli or down.
a result of his
Jokes such as chickens eating saw- cious broow trout as
prowess.
dust and laying knot holes are freFOR TENNIS TITLES.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 21- .quent on the vaudeville stagie, but it
HARVEY'S
is rare that one hears of a chicken
IWell known racquet wielders of sev
IS SUPERB IN AUGUST
food that will malte chickens lay 25
eral states have rounded up here for
Engage accommodations now.
and 50 cents. If E. G. Murphey, ad
the annual tournament of the Inter- Carriage out Wednesday and Sat.
mountain Lawn Tennis association.
vertising this wonderful feed, will
Terms, J2 per day, $10 week..
The play will continue through the
guarantee his product, chicken rais
Leave orders at Murphey's.
greater part of the week and will de
ing in the future will be a profitable
Itermine the championships in Bingle.3
business, and the manufacturer of the
and doubles for men and women
product should make several f

DH3E3S5SISEE2&XSB

ON LY TWO MORE DAYS TO BUY

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Suits
at
'

,

who

"The Store That's Always Busy"
immJ

Ma-r.oo-

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

COAL AND WOOD
'

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Airthracite Coal, all sizes

?oitofMln

fJm

Steam Coal

ESTABLISHED

1

8

y

iinjmg.iji;

p

Sawed Wood and Kindling

C O H D O Nl

Wed-nesda-

GREENBERGER

Phonm Mmln

7

Tine

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico

Mr. Merchant.
Are you taking

ad-

vantage of our
low flat rate window lighting?
A well

lighted
show window sells
the goods.

Las Vegas Light

Sixth Street

11,-15-

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

A

New Mexico Bar
Association

1

Try Our Flat

Work Service

Albuquerque, N. M.

August

191

ROCKY FORD

1

Tickets on sale August 26, 27, 28,
with return limit August 31, 1911.

MELONS
Best on Earth

Fare for the Round Trip $6.4o
D. L, BATCHELOR..

Agent

2

cents per lb.

Try our Flat Work service
and see for yourself what a
wonderful convenience it is.
Send us your sheets, pillow
slips, bolster cases, table cloths,
napkins, towels, handkerchiefs,
etc.
These we will wash and iron
and return to you all ready for
use.
They will be washed
cleaner an Ironed much better
than If done at home or by a
washerwoman.
Besides, think
of the work and 'bother we save

El

a7

J. II. STEARNS
GROCER.

is the time to can your Peaches

Prices Lower Than Ever

For one day we will sell nice yellow Peaches

90 cents per box

We also have some choice Rocky Ford Watermelons
of Fruits and
Virginia Sweet Potatoes and all other kinds
lowest
and
market
the
in
possible
best
The
Vegetables.

prices

M

A

Su m m e r

It's better to be

The 'GraVfF&' Ilayward Co.

level-heade-

d

Solid Oak, folds

I

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

BREAD

Santa Fe,
21-2-

2,

N. M.

1911

Tickets on Sale August 18th to 22nd, inc. final return limit
of August 26th, 1911

617 Douglas Ave.

FRESH EVERY DAY

MEET US TOMORROW

10c

OUR NEW STORE

BOUCHER

507 SIXTH STREET

Son

R.emior

August

"WholeWheat"

.(AS GOOD AS MEAT)

(EL

Scottish R.ite

TRY OUR

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Stor. Phon. Main 462 Ranch Phone Main 276

flat, adjustable

First Game, First Served

.

Perry Onion

bunch of these
$1.50 Chairs at $i oo
each while they last
A

wig

the most wholesome
bread you can eat.

AT

Porch Chair
For all the year around

than

firifooted.

week

Main 81.

''

Crying babies, like good sugges
tions, should be carried out

you.

t

ml llj

Income protection?
A live issue
For healthy people!
Ask Cutler Brothers
To call and explain benefits
Of health and accident insurance.
Phone Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.

It costs you very little each

OB

Power Co.

vol-plan-

First National Bank Building,

28-2- 9,

&

v;

(The Coffee Man.)

Fare for the Round Trip $4.05
D. L. BATCHELOR.

l

Agent,

Rams For Sale

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shap fdtervice
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any 6f the trains
show them the rams.
stopping at our station, . Shoemaker, and
For further particulars address, '
-

iii i f-

?

; i

t

J P. Van Houten Co.

"

8ho.makr,

N. M.

